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onnecting networks from 
different vendors is becoming 
increasingly important as users 
require access to more and 
larger databases.Users need the 
ability to quickly access other 
networks without taking the 

time to learn a new set of interfaces. The opening 
article by Turner describes SNAX/CDF (SNAX 
Cross-Domain Facility), which allows users on 
Systems Network Architecture (SNA)-based and 
Tandem networks to access each other's applica
tions and databases. SNAX/CDF not only provides 
connection between Tandem and SNA networks 
but allows users to access both networks with the 
familiar operating system commands of their 
home system. This overview article describes the 
functional aspects of the product, its components, 
system configuration considerations, and problem 
management. 

A properly designed data network provides 
companies with an effective means for reducing 
costs and also ensures that it has the facilities and 
the flexibility to meet current and future demands. 
Good network design must be a careful and 
thorough analysis of the network requirements 
as well as the implications of the available design 
alternatives. The article by Evjen presents a high
level overview of the considerations involved in 
the design of data networks. It discusses the issues 
and decisions that a network designer makes when 
designing or modifying a network. The article also 
discusses some techniques and methodologies that 
can be used in the network design process. 

The next article in this issue describes the 
performance evaluation benchmark that was 
made for the California Department of Motor 
Vehicles (DMV). The purpose of this benchmark 
was to demonstrate to DMV that Tandem systems 
can simultaneously process both online and batch 
processing on a database of nearly 60 Gbytes while 
maintaining a transaction rate of 30 transactions 
per second and a response time of 1.5 seconds. 
Cassidy and Kocher explain how the benchmark 
system, using NonStop VLX systems and NonStop 
SQL, met the DMV performance, fault tolerance, 
linear expandability, and ease-of-use requirements. 
The article describes the benchmark system's 
configuration, tuning, and testing methods. 

The final article, by Keefauver, continues a 
series of articles that the Tandem Systems Review 
is publishing on batch processing. Because of the 
inherent value of sequential processing, integrat
ing batch processing with online transaction 
processing (OLTP) is important to efficient system 
management. Keefauver describes how recent 
enhancements to the GUARDIAN 90 operating 
system allow batch applications to take advantage 
of the Tandem system's parallel architecture and 
optimally perform with OL TP applications. The 
article also describes how each successive version 
of the software, starting with version Cl0, im
proved sequential processing techniques for disk 
access, memory, usage, and file management. 

The last page of this issue is a reader response 
card. The purpose of this questionnaire is to give 
the Tandem Systems Review staff information 
about reader interests. Please take a few minutes to 
evaluate each article in this issue and indicate the 
area in which you would like to see more articles. 

Susan Wayne Thompson 
Editorial Director 
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An Overview 
ofSNAX/CDF 

he SNAX'" Cross-Domain 
Facility (SNAX/CDF) product 
represents the next step in the 
evolution of Tandem's SNA 
Communications Services 
(SNAX) family of products, 
which provide access between 

Tandem® and IBM Systems Network Architecture 
(SNA) networks. SNAX/CDF enables users on a 
Tandem system to access applications on an SNA 
network. Users on an IBM terminal connected to 
an SNA network can use the SNAX/CDF product 
as a way to access Tandem applications. 

This overview provides a discussion focusing 
on the technical aspects of enhanced connectivity 
with SNAX/CDF, system configuration, SNAX/CDF 
components and processes, and problem manage
ment. Although the article is intended primarily 
for those readers familiar with SNA, readers who 
need definitions of the italicized terms can refer to 
the SNA glossary at the end of this article. 

The Development of SNAX/CDF 
As a leading supplier of online transaction pro
cessing (OLTP) solutions, Tandem recognizes 
interoperability with other vendor systems to be a 
critical component. The Tandem SNA products 
provide system interoperability in an IBM SNA
dominated industry. 

The initial Tandem SNA product, SNAX/XF 
(SNA Communications Services-Extended 
Facility), acts as a multipurpose gateway between 
Tandem networks and SNA network hosts and 
devices. SNAX/XF capabilities allow all of the 
following: 

■ Users can build OLTP applications on Tandem 
systems, which can then communicate with a wide 
variety of SNA devices attached to a single Tandem 
system or a network of systems. 

■ Tandem applications can readily communicate 
with applications on IBM ( or compatible) systems. 

■ SNA devices can continue to access existing 
IBM applications by way of the Tandem system. 

Having developed applications on Tandem 
systems that are strategic to their business, users 
require that these OLTP applications be available 
to users throughout their organization. However, 
the majority of the network resources in the or
ganization is often owned and managed by IBM 
system software, namely Advanced Communica
tion Function/Virtual Telecommunications Access 
Method (ACFNTAM, or simply VTAM) and 
Advanced Communication Function/Network 
Control Program (ACF/NCP, or simply NCP). 

-----~- - ----------- -----~------~------~----- ---------------------~----
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If this is the case, as it is for many large IBM 
users, SNAX/XF is restricted in its ability to make 
OLTP applications available to all network users. 
SNAX/XF is an implementation of that part of SNA 
to present a physical unit (PU) Type 2.0 appearance 
to VTAM and NCP. Because SNA does not allow 
peer-to-peer connections between PU Type 2.0 
nodes, terminal users (which are also represented 
as PU Type 2.0s) connected to the IBM system 
cannot communicate with the Tandem system 
through VTAM and NCP. 

The SNAX/CDF product, developed to correct 
this problem, now provides complete SNA 
connectivity between Tandem and IBM systems. 
SNAX/CDF allows cross-domain sessions to be 
established between IBM-owned devices and the 
strategic applications executing on Tandem sys
tems. Users can now utilize key products such as 
NonStopG! SQL, build their critical databases and 
applications on the Tandem system, and have those 
databases and applications available to all users 
connected to the corporate network. SNAX/CDF 
widens the options available to users when they 
plan their distributed OLTP applications and design 
the networks that best suit their business needs. 

Technical Overview of SNAX/CDF 
SNAX/CDF is designed to provide access to SNA 
backbone networks by appearing to those networks 
as a peer functional component to the VTAM and 
NCP products. This means that SNAX/CDF appears 
to VTAM (an SNA host component) as a peer host; 
to NCP (an SNA communications controller compo
nent), SNAX/CDF appears as a peer communications 
controller. Architecturally, SNAX/CDF provides the 
same functions as both a PU Type 4 (such as NCP) 
and a PU Type 5 (such as VTAM) node. 

When a Tandem system uses SNAX/CDF to 
connect into an SNA network, it does so using one 
or more Synchronous Data Link Control (SDLC) 
communication lines. The Tandem system appears 
to the SNA network as an SNA subarea node. (See 
Figure I.) In comparison, a commonly used IBM 
system configuration connecting to an SNA net
work appears as two subarea nodes, one for VTAM 
and another for NCP. 

Figure 1 

Host Tandem (PU-T4/5) 

~ti 

Subarea 
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Figure 1. 

Example SNAX!CDF 
subarea network. 
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Cross-Domain Session Establishment 
Domains are basic organizational units within an 
SNA network. A domain contains one or more 
subareas and their subordinate peripheral nodes, 
which represent resources capable of acting as 
logical units (LUs). LUs can be application pro
grams or terminals. A system services control point 
(SSCP) controls each domain and is responsible for 
the error recovery of its owned resources. 

Once the Tandem system is connected to the 
SNA network, SNAX/CDF facilitates the estab
lishment of cross-domain SSCP-SSCP ( also known 
as CDRM-CDRM 1

) sessions. This in tum enables 
LUs on PU Type 2 or PU Type 5 nodes in the SNA 
network to access applications (represented as LUs 
within SNAX/CDF) on the Tandem system. 

Two required steps precede the access of 
SNAX/CDF to the partner cross-domain SSCP and 
the establishment of an SSCP-SSCP session: 

1. Any transmission groups and their associated 
communication links between SNAX/CDF and 
adjacent NCPs must be activated. This activation 
is accomplished through the ENVOY" bit
oriented protocols with extended functions 
(ENVOYACP/XF) product, which gains knowl
edge of the NCP through the exchange ID (XID) 
SDLC frame. 

2. Explicit routes and virtual routes defined to 
exist between the two SSCPs must be activated. 
These routes define the physical and logical path 
through the SNA backbone network that will be 
used to route SNA traffic to its destination. 

With these two steps completed, SSCP-SSCP 
session establishment can begin. SNAX/CDF acts 
as a peer SSCP to set up one or more required cross
domain SSCP-SSCP sessions (one per SSCP) 
between SNAX/CDF and the remote SSCP domains 
in which the target LUs reside. Once that exists, the 
partnership of the two SSCPs then allows LU-LU 
session initiation and termination requests between 
Tandem application LUs and cross-domain applica
tion or terminal LUs in the SNA network. 

1 Although a CORM ( cross-domain resource manager) is a component of an 
SSCP, the term CORM-CORM session is often used as a synonym for an 
SSCP-SSCP session. 

'The choice of which path to activate is made based on routing information 
defined in the Class of Service Table (COSTAB ). 

'The GUARDIAN 90 release level must be C20 or later. 

LU-LU Session Initiation. An LU-LU session can 
be initiated from SNAX/CDF or VTAM using the 
facilities of the appropriate application program 
interface (API). The API provides a function trans
lation layer between the application program and 
SNAX/CDF. Prior to the LU-LU session initiation, 
the explicit and virtual routes involved in the 
connection are activated by SNAX/CDF and VTAM 
along the path to be used by the LU-LU session.2 

The SSCPs in each participating domain 
exchange information in a handshake sequence to 
initiate the LU-LU session. The information ex
changed between the two SSCPs defines how the 
LU-LU session is set up and determines the SSCP 
resources needed to support the LU-LU session. 
Once the basic session knowledge is created by the 
SSCPs, they are no longer involved until session 
termination. The next step, an exchange of a BIND 
request by the two API layers, actually sets up the 
LU-LU session between the two applications. 

LU-LU Session Termination. Termination of an 
LU-LU session can be invoked by the SSCP func
tion of SNAX/CDF or VTAM, by the API layer 
function on behalf of the application representing 
an LU, or by network errors causing the explicit or 
virtual route to be broken. The SSCPs that control 
the domains in which the participating LUs reside 
direct the termination. Once again, a handshake 
sequence is exchanged between the two SSCPs. 
This causes all representation of the LU-LU session 
to be deleted, and resources used during the session 
are made available for other use. 

Figure 2 illustrates the complexity of establish
ing the many routes and sessions discussed above 
in order to ultimately exchange data between LUs 
of different systems. 

Additional Technical Considerations 
The SNAX/CDF product appears as a standard 
Tandem I/0 process to Tandem applications using 
SNAX/CDF with the CRT, ITI, or SNALU applica
tion interfaces. (These interfaces are discussed later 
in this overview.) Compatibility is maintained at 
the API level with the current Tandem SNA product 
set. 

However, on the Tandem system, SNAX/CDF 
executes as a nonprivileged process under the 
control of the GUARDIAN® 90 operating system; 
it requires no specific SYSGEN considerations.3 

SNAX/CDF is configured online using the Subsys
tem Control Facility (SCF) product. 
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Figure 2 

Tandem subarea 1 

LU-LU (2) 

SNAX/CDF provides additional functions with 
two other processes, Virtual Route Selection 
Process (VRSP) and CREATOR. VRSP is a user
provided process and has the capability of altering 
virtual route selection for sessions. The CREATOR 
process, supplied by Tandem, can be configured to 
participate in all cross-domain logon requests from 
remote LUs logging onto CRT or ITI Tandem 
application LUs. 

SNAX/CDF uses the ENVOYACP/XF product to 
provide SDLC protocol support and the physical 
connection to the SNA network. ENVOYACP/XF 
requires a SYSGEN. Figure 3 illustrates these differ
ent components and how they relate to SNAX/CDF. 

Internal Structure 
SNAX/CDF was written in strict adherence to the 
IBM Systems Network Architecture Format and 
Protocol Reference Manual, which defines the pro
tocols and message formats for SNA peer subarea 
network components. Exceptions to adherence 
were allowed where the information in the IBM ref
erence manual was incomplete, technical deficien
cies needed to be corrected, or a specific Tandem 
implementation consideration was required. 

Subarea 2 
37XX NCP 

Figure3 

IBM subarea 3 

SSCP-PU 

SSCP-PU 

SSCP-LU 

~-SDLC link 

Figure 2. 

Example SNAX!CDF 
sessions. 
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SNAX!CDF overview. 
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Figure 4. 

SNA layers and SNAX!CDF 

Figure 5. 

Sample SNAX!CDF SNA 
backbone network. 
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Figure4 

Figures 

The SNAX/CDF process is, therefore, layered 
in accordance to the SNA model. The SNAX/CDF 
layers are: 

■ The transaction services (TS) layer provides 
application interface services between the applica
tion program and SNAX/CDF. 

■ The presentation services (PS) layer formats the 
data for different presentation media and handles 
the sharing of resources. 

■ The data flow control (DFC) layet4 synchronizes 
data flow, correlates exchange of data, and groups 
related data into units. 

■ The transmission control (TC) layet4 paces data 
exchange to help control processing capacity. 

■ The path control (PC) layer routes data between 
source and destination and controls the data traffic 
in the network. 

■ The data link control (DLC) layer is responsible 
for the transfer of data between adjacent nodes. 

■ The physical layer is responsible for the hardware 
control of the actual hardware communication link. 

Figure 4 provides a representation of the basic 
layered structure of SNAX/CDF and how it maps to 
the SNA model. For SNAX/CDF, the DLC layer is 
provided by a separate process, the ENVOYACP/XF 
product, which in tum communicates with the 6204 
controller (the physical layer). The GUARDIAN 90 
file system acts as the interface between SNAX/CDF 
and ENVOYACP/XF. The PC layer of SNAX/CDF is 
able to support multiple-line transmission groups. 
This means that SNAX/CDF can be configured to 
use many copies ofENVOYACP/XF, and each copy 
can be controlling one or more communication lines 
to adjacent NCPs. 

Note that, for SNAX/CDF, the PC layer only 
supports end-point attachment to an SNA backbone 
network. All communication traffic received by 
SNAX/CDF must terminate at SNAX/CDF. However, 
because of the flexibility of a GUARDIAN 90 
network (perhaps combined with EXPAND'"), 
applications can be located on other Tandem 
systems that are connected to the node on which 
SNAX/CDF is executing. 

'With SN ALU, DFC and TC functions are pe1formed by the SN ALU 
application program. 
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Figure 6 

43> sci 
SCF - T9082C11 - (15OCT89)(J15) - 10/11/89 11:18:28 System \SNAX 
Copyright Tandem Computers Incorporated 1986, 1987, 1988 
(Invoking $CDF.MARTY.SCFCSTM) 
LOG MDT5.CDFLOG ! 
SCF W20052 Creating file $CDF.MDT5.CDFLOG 
1-> o sts5 
-> RUN CDFOBJ/name $mS5,pri 150/ & 
-> HOSTSA 14, & 
-> NETNAME M14, & 
-> COLLECTOR, & 
-> SETTABLE $cdf.MDT5.TESTseto 
11 OCT89 11:18:36 $MS5: Process started SNAX-CSF (T9094C20 15FEB89) 
110CT89 11:18:48 $MS5: CDRM M14 active 
-> ASSUME $MS5 
-> ADD PATH DESTSA12, ERO (12,1), VR0 0 
-> ADD PATH DESTSA13, ERO (12,1), VR0 0 
-> ADD LINE LINK1, TNDM$SDLC1 
-> ADD PU PU1, LINE LINK1, TGN 1, SUBAREA 12 ,PUTYPE 4 
-> ADD CDRM M13, SUBAREA13 
-> ADD CDRSC JES2, CDRM M13 
-> ADD CDRSC TSO, 
-> ADD APPL EXCHG01 , 

CDRM M13 
OPENNAME 
OPENNAME 
OPENNAME 
APPLFILE 

#EX01, PROTOCOL SNALU,DLU JES2 
-> ADD APPL MTTSO, 
-> ADD APPL MTA, 
-> 

#MTSO, PROTOCOL SNALU,DLU TSO,CHARACTERSET EBCDIC 
#MTA, PROTOCOL CREATOR,RANGE 5, & 
$SYSTEM.SYS07.TACL,SCREEN FAST.PASSWORD "ABC" 

-> START LINE LINK1 
-> START PU PU1 

Link LINK1 Active 11OCT88 11:19:42 $MS5: 
-> START CDRM M13 
110CT89 11:19:43 $MS5: 
11OCT89 11 :19:43 $MS5: 
110CT89 11:19:48 $MS5: 

Activate in progress with CDRM M13 due to ACTCDRM 
Link station PU 1 has contacted subarea 12 
CDRM M13 active 

SNAX/CDF Configuration Overview 
A primary purpose of SNAX/CDF is to provide 
communication between applications on the 
Tandem system and cross-domain resources owned 
by the IBM system. This requires configuration of 
various elements in both systems. Figure 5 illus
trates the configuration elements of an SNAX/CDF 
SNA backbone network. In addition, communica
tion using an API, optional control of virtual route 
selection through VRSP, and problem management 
are elements of cross-domain information ex
change supported by SNAX/CDF. 

Tandem System Configuration 
On the Tandem side, two elements require con
figuration. These elements are SNAX/CDF and 
ENVOYACP/XF. 

SNAXICDF. SNAX/CDF is a runable, nonprivi
leged Tandem process and as such has no direct 
SYSGEN considerations. The parameters required 
by SNAX/CDF are documented in the SNAX!XF 
Configuration and Control Manual. These 

parameters, which describe how SNAX/CDF 
interacts with the backbone SNA network, are 
provided either as startup parameters as part of the 
RUN command for the SNAX/CDF process or by 
wayofSCF. 

SCF is used to configure the SNAX/CDF 
product while it is running. Configuration details 
are found in the SNAX!XF Configuration and 
Control Manual. The configuration parameters 
for SNAX/CDF are analogous to those used to 
define VTAM and NCP. Customer system program
mers, who are used to configuring these IBM pro
ducts, should have little difficulty in configuring 
SNAX/CDF. Through SCF, resources can be 
defined to SNAX/CDF as well as altered while the 
product is executing. Figure 6 displays a sample 
SNAX/CDF initialization process by way of SCF. 

SEPTEMBER 1989•TANDEM SYSTEMS REVIEW 
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initialization (without 
Cool Start File). 
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Figure7 

76> sci 
SCF - T9082C11 - (15OCT89)(J15) - 10/11/8913:40:55System\SNAX 
Copyright Tandem Computers Incorporated 1986, 1987, 1988 
(Invoking $CDF.MARTYSCFCSTM) 
LOG MDT5.CDFLOG ! 
SCF W20052 Creating file $CDF.MDT5.CDFLOG 
1-> o sts5 
-> RUN CDFOBJ/name $mS5,pri 150/ & 
-> HOSTSA 14, & 
-> NETNAME M14, & 
-> config config, & 
-> COLLECTOR, & 
-> SETTABLE $cdf.MDT5.TESTseto 
11 OCT88 13:41 :02 $MS5: Process started SNAX-CDF (T9094C20 15FEB89) 
11OCT88 13:41:14 $MS5: CDRMM14active 
11 OCT88 13:41 :14 $MS5: Configuration is in progress 
110CT88 13:41 :21 $MS5: Activate in progress with CORM M13 due toACTCDRM 
110CT88 13:41 :22 $MS5: Link LINK1 active 
11OCT88 13:41 :22 $MS5: Link station PU1 has contacted subarea 12 
11 OCT88 13:41 :24 $MS5: Activate in progress with CORM M13 due to ACTCDRM 
110CT88 13:41:24 $MS5: CDRMM13active 

Figure8 

182> cmi 
CMI - T9394X06 - (01JUL88) - SYSTEM \SNAX 
COPYRIGHT TANDEM COMPUTERS INCORPORATED 1982, 1983, 1984, 1985, 1986, 1987 
CPU 07, PROCESS HAS NO BACKUP 
>START CMP #CMP 
>assume line $sdlc1 
Assumed object: LINE \SNAX.$SDLC1 
>info ,config 
Object: LINE \SNAX.$SDLC1 
Config %004001 %000401 %001403 %003600 

%020040 %000000 %000000 °/4000764 
0/4003253 °/4000764 °/4000062 %000620 
%140400 °/4000000 o/0000140 %000000 
%000403 

>Start 
Address 0 
>exit 

Figure 7. 

Sample SNAX/CDF 
initialization from 
Cool Start File. 

Protocolid 13 

Figure 8. 

Sample ENVOYACPIXF 

configuration. 

Additionally, SNAX/CDF is structured to 
conform to the Tandem Distributed System 
Management (DSM) architecture. SNAX/CDF pro
vides a Subsystem Programmatic Interface (SPI), 
which enables configuration and management of 
SNAX/CDF by user-written programs. 

As resource entities are added to the configura
tion by SCF, an optional Cool Start File is updated 
for use when SNAX/CDF is next initialized or 
when the backup process takes over. The Cool 
Start File is a disk file containing an internal 
representation of previously defined resources. 
The Cool Start File is specified as an optional 
initialization parameter to SNAX/CDF. SCF 
changes the Cool Start File when a resource is 
started, stopped, altered, or deleted. A sample 
initialization from such a Cool Start File is 
provided in Figure 7. 

Even if a Cool Start File is not explicitly speci
fied at product initialization, a temporary Cool 
Start File is created by SNAX/CDF and used in 
situations when SNAX/CDF is running with a 
backup process. This temporary Cool Start File 
provides the backup process with the necessary 
configuration information to allow it to recover 
and successfully complete the takeover operation. 
The file is deleted when SNAX/CDF is stopped. 

ENVOYACP/XF. As a privileged Tandem 1/0 
process, the ENVOYACP/XF product must be con
figured using the GUARDIAN 90 SYSGEN pro
gram. (See Figure 8.) The CONTROLLERS and 
PERIPHERALS macro definitions in SYSGEN are 
coded with the appropriate values to match the 
installed Tandem hardware and modem attributes 
that drive the physical connection (the SDLC line) 
to the adjacent NCP of the SNA network. For 
example, Figure 9 presents sample SYSGEN 
statements for a 6204 bit-synchronous controller 
and SDLC line. 

8 TANDEM SYSTEMS REVIEW• SEPTEMBER 1989 



Care must be taken to ensure that the 
configured ENVOYACP/XF values match their 
equivalents for the IBM NCP hardware and 
software to which the SDLC line is connected. 
Specifying the wrong values causes failures 
during activation of the SNAX/CDF PU representa
tion of the NCP. If this is not corrected, connection 
to the NCP is not possible. 

A summary of these configuration elements 
for SNAX/CDF on the Tandem portion of the SNA 
backbone network is illustrated in Figure 10. 

IBM Configuration 
Configuring the IBM portion to communicate with 
SNAX/CDF is the same as any configuration 
changes necessary for the addition of another 
VTAM-NCP domain to the network. All that is 
needed are the SNA parameters used to configure 
SNAX/CDF; they are all specified to SNAX/CDF in 
SNA terminology. The IBM systems programmer, 
who would be responsible for making the appro
priate changes to the VTAM and NCP configura
tions to connect to SNAX/CDF, needs little if any 
knowledge of SNAX/CDF or Tandem systems. 

Figures 11 and 12 present sample definitions 
for VTAM and NCP, respectively. 

SNAX/CDF Components and Processes 
SNAX/CDF works in conjunction with several 
components and processes. These components 
and processes provide SNAX/CDF the services of 
three application programming interfaces for 
cross-domain communications; the VRSP and 
CREATOR processes, involved in session estab
lishment; and, for problem determination and 
management, Event Management Services (EMS) 
as well as internal and external tracing facilities. 

Figure9 

DEFINES: 

!************************************************* . * 
SDLC MACRO (for bit sync controller) 

!************************************************* 
SDLCAMACRO = SDLCXF TYPE 11, SUBTYPE 40, 

INTERRUPT BSA6203AINTERRUPPXF, 
FRAMESIZE 2049 
RSIZE 2049 #; 

CONTROLLERS: 
BITA 6204 05, 04 %100; 

PERIPHERALS: 
$SDLC1 BITA.0, BITA.1 SDLCAMACRO, PRIMARY 

Figure 10 

Figure 9. 

Sample GUARDIAN 90 
SYSGEN statements. 

Figure 10. 

Configuring SNAX!CDF. 
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Figure 11 

!************************************************* . 
I VTAM PATH DEFINITIONS TO TANDEM SUBAREA 14 FROM SYS1 .VTAMLST • 

!************************************************* 
PATH3 PATH DESTSA=14, ER0=(12,1), VR0=0 

Figure 12 

! ************************************************* 
1! PATH MACROS 

! ************************************************* 

APATH1 PATH DESTSA=(13), ER0=(13,1), 
ER1=(13,1), 
ER2=(13,1) 

APATH3 PATH DESTSA=(14), ER0=(14,1) 

PATH TO PUT5/VTAM HOST 

PATHTOT16(SA14) 

LINE GROUP FOR REMOTE 3720 NCP 1 

! ************************************************* 

SGROUP3 GROUP LNCTL=SDLC, 
TYPE-NCP, 
CLOCKNG=EXT, 
NEWSYNC=NO, 
DUPLEX=FULL, 
NRZl=NO, 
RETRIES=(5, 1,3) 

USE SDLC COMM. TO REMOTE NCP 
SPECIFY NCP LINE GROUP 
EXTERNAL CLOCKED MODEM 
NEWSYNC FEATURE IN MODEM 
RTSON 
NON-RETURN-TO-ZERO-MODE 
(M,T,N) M = RETRY COUNT 

T = PAUSE TIME 

X 
X 

N = SEQUENCE REPEAT CNT 

! ************************************************* 
1 ! LINE 09 CROSS SUBAREA TG1 

! ************************************************* 

LINE09 LINE ADDRESS=(09,FULL), RELATIVE LINE #09,TWS 
SDLCST =(SDLPRl,SDLSEC) 

SERVICE ORDER=PU09C1 SETUP SERVICE ORDER TABLE 

PU09C1 PU PUTYPE=4, 
MAXOUT=7, 
TGN=ANY 

SPECIFY PUTYPE AS NCP 

EJECT 

MAX. PIU'S SENT BEFORE RESPONSE 
TG#1 

Figure 11. Figure 12. 

Sample ACFIVTAM path 
definition. 

-

Sample ACFINCP 
definitions. 

C 

C 
C 

Application Programming Interfaces 
Three APis are provided by the SNAX/CDF pro
duct: the CRT, ITI, and SNA Logical Unit (SNALU) 
interfaces. Through the CRT API, SNAX/CDF 
also offers remote printer support. SNAX/CDF is 
backward-compatible at the application level with 
these three APis, enabling current Tandem products 
and user applications to work unchanged with 
SNAX/CDF.5 To Tandem applications, SNAX/CDF 
appears as a Tandem 1/0 process, which responds 
to standard GUARDIAN 90 file system requests.6 

If required, an application can request device 
information from the SNAX/CDF process (for ex
ample, a GUARDIAN 90 DEVICEINFO call) to 
determine whether it is communicating through 
SNAX/CDF or SNAX/XF. If it is working through 
SNAX/CDF, the application then needs to know if 
it is communicating with CRT, ITI, or SNALU. 
Because each API supports a particular set of 
products, knowing the API allows the application 
to determine if it is communicating with the 
properly configured subdevice; for example, an 
application LU (SNALU) or a cross-domain termi
nal resource (CRT or ITI). 

In addition, specific device information can be 
obtained about the subdevice configured through 
SCF. The application uses the subdevice defini
tion to determine how to format the data to com
municate with the device, since the data format 
exchanged between the application and the API 
varies with CRT, ITI, and SNALU. 

CRT. The CRT API is a protocol designed to com
municate with 3270-type terminal equipment (for 
example, LU Type O or Type 2 sessions) in block 
mode. This interface is used by block-mode 
Tandem products such as PATHWAY or TEDIT or 
by block-mode user-written applications. (See 
Figure 13.) Although the CRT API interfaces the 
application to SNAX/CDF, the Tandem or cus
tomer application is responsible for the format of 
the 3270 data in the buff er being written to or read 
from the 3270 device. 

---- -----·------

5Some minor differences, related to the content of certain session-related 
Request Units, exist in the SNALU interface between SNAX/XF and 
SNAX/CDF. See the SNAXIXF and SNAX!CDF Dei-ice-Access Methods 
Programminr; Manual for details. 

lifile system requests are documented in the two-volume System Procedure 
Calls Reference Manual and in the GUARDIAN 90 Operating System 
Programmer's Guide. 
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Printer Support through CRT and SPOOLER. 
SNAX/CDF supports remotely attached 32XX 
printers through the use of the CRT API and the 
Tandem SPOOLER product. (See Figure 13.) 
SPOOLER supports 32XX print devices by operat
ing in LU Type 1 SNA character stream mode or in 
LU Type 3 data stream compatibility mode. 

SPOOLER collects text lines written in a line
at-a-time fashion, blocks them, and sends them in 
block mode to the 32XX printer by way of the CRT 
protocol. This requires SPOOLER to be configured 
with a PRINT process called PSPOOLB.7 User
written programs can also write to printers using 
the CRT interface, although they are responsible 
for managing the LU Type 1 or Type 3 protocol. 

/Tl. The ITI API is a protocol designed to commu
nicate with 3270-type terminal equipment in a 
pseudo-conversational mode; this mode is also 
referred to as line-at-a-time. This interface is used 
by Tandem products such as TACL'" or SCF or by 
conversational-mode user-written applications. 
(See Figure 13.) 

In contrast to the CRT interface, ITI manages 
the 3270 data stream because TACL or SCF simply 
deals with one line of text data to be presented at 
the terminal with no preference for device type. 
ITI also handles screen details such as 3270 screen 
addressing, data translation, cursor placement, 
data field protection, and scrolling. 

'PSPOOLB is provided for the first time in the SPOOLER product included in 
the GUARDIAN C20 release. 

Figure 13 

Conversational 

TACL 

t 

Block mode 

" ,:,>f: :,: ;, " ','> :'"" 

Interprocess ----! 
Imes 

32XX devices 
(displays and prints) 
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Figure 13. 

SNAX!CDF CRT, IT/, and 
SPOOLER support. 
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Figure 14. 

SNAXICDF SNALU 
support. 

12 

Figure 14 SN ALU. The SNALU interface is a general
purpose API supported by SNAX/CDF. This 
interface is basically analogous in function to the 
VTAM API supported on an IBM system. SN ALU 
is used by Tandem products such as SNAX High
Level Support (SNAX/HLS) and SNAX Advanced 
Program Communication (SNAX/APC) or user
written Tandem application programs and can 
support a variety of LU session types. Figure 14 
depicts the SNAX/CDF SNALU support. 

The SNALU interface uses a data unit called a 
SNAX header that precedes the data in the buffer 
provided by the particular application. The SNAX 
header contains control information that defines 
the 1/0 operation to be performed by SNAX/CDF. 

Processes Related to SNAX/CDF 
Two processes provided by SNAX/CDF allow 
additional capabilities. One, the virtual route 
selection process, provides a method for control
ling the selection of virtual routes during session 
establishment. The other, the CREATOR process, 
allows cross-domain logon requests from remote 
terminal users. 

Virtual Route Selection Process. By default, 
virtual route selection is a task managed by 
SNAX/CDF in order for it to establish SSCP-SSCP 
or LU-LU sessions. However, a user can create a 
Virtual Route Selection Process (VRSP) when that 
user wants to control the virtual routes that are 
selected by SNAX/CDF. 

A VRSP is a user-written process that can be 
used to alter or delete virtual route selection by 
SNAX/CDF. Alteration or deletion of the route 
selection is accomplished by using a message data 
unit, defined by SNAX/CDF, called a user virtual 
route parameter (UVRP) record. The UVRP is 
passed between SNAX/CDF and the VRSP. (See 
Figure 15.) 
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The UVRP is derived from the Class of Service 
Table (COSTAB), which is configured by the 
SNAX/CDF user utilizing definitions supplied to 
SCF. The COSTAB indicates the virtual routes that 
SNAX/CDF can use to establish SSCP-SSCP or 
LU-LU sessions. If a VRSP is not provided by the 
user, SNAX/CDF relies on the configured COSTAB 
when selecting virtual routes for sessions. 

CREATOR Process. Another component of the 
SNAX/CDF product is the CREATOR process. 
This is the same process that is provided with the 
SNAX/XF product. CREATOR allows a terminal 
user to log on to SNAX/CDF from a cross-domain 
terminal and start a session with TACL or a 
PATHWAY application. 

The CREATOR process uses the GUARDIAN 90 
file system as its interface to SNAX/CDF. Figure 16 
illustrates the relationship of the CREATOR process 
to SNAX/CDF. 

To use CREATOR, the SNAX/CDF user defines 
an application LU by way of the SCF product. This 
allows the user to specify application usage (such 
as defining the range of the number of sessions 
that can be started) and other parameters relevant 
to the execution of the specific application running 
under control of CREATOR. The SNAX!XF Con
figuration and Control Manual documents these 
different parameters. 

The CREATOR process must be explicitly started 
by the system operator as part of the SNAX/CDF 
startup procedure. CREATOR opens the defined 
application LU by opening the specific subdevice 
indicated on the application LU definition. When 
that is accomplished, CREATOR then awaits 
session creation and termination requests from 
SNAX/CDF. 

Additionally, data records must be included in 
the IBM Unformatted System Services (USS) tables 
that define the Tandem applications available to the 
cross-domain terminal user. 

Figure 15 
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SNAX/CDF virtual route 
selection. 
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Figure 16. 

SNAX!CDF and 
CREATOR. 

14 

Figure 16 

~ t Logon requests 

Alternately, parameter data supplying the same 
information as the USS table must be included at 
the time of logon from the cross-domain terminal. 
However they are provided, these records contain 
specific parameters to be used by CREATOR 
(for parameter information, refer to the SNAX!XF 
Configuration and Control Manual). For TACL, 
for example, the logon data describes that TACL 
is to be invoked through the GUARDIAN 90 
NEWPROCESS call and specifies which optional 
parameters it will receive. For PATHWAY, the 
logon data describes which PATHWAY system to 
use and what PATHWAY application should be 
started. 

The following sequence summarizes the 
CREATOR and SNAX/CDF relationship. 

■ A cross-domain logon request, destined for 
a TACL or PATHWAY application that is defined 
as having access to CREATOR, is received by 
SNAX/CDF. 

■ SNAX/CDF selects a subdevice within the 
specified range of subdevices defined for that 
TACL or PATHWAY application. 

■ SNAX/CDF gives the logon request to 
CREATOR to pass to TACL or PATHWAY. The first 
output request by the application starts the SNA 
LU-LU session. 

■ CREATOR is no longer involved until 
SNAX/CDF or the cross-domain LU terminates 
the session. 

■ Upon session termination, SNAX/CDF indi
cates this to CREATOR and frees the subdevice 
used in the session for use in a subsequent 
session. 

Problem Determination 
Management of any problems that might occur 
involving SNAX/CDF are handled in two ways. 
SNAX/CDF interfaces to the Tandem Event Man
agement System (EMS) and also provides tracing 
facilities for problem analysis. 

EMS. A part of the DSM architecture, EMS is 
used to collect and distribute events generated by 
a variety of Tandem products. The events gener
ated by SNAX/CDF relate to resources under the 
control of SNAX/CDF, and the events generally 
report exception conditions or major state 
changes. 

SNAX/CDF events are divided into three 
categories: 

1. Configuration and startup events provide 
information related to the initialization of 
SNAX/CDF. 

2. Logical error events describe software errors 
detected within SNAX/CDF. 

3. Session events indicate activation/deactivation/ 
errors with resources under the control of 
SNAX/CDF. 
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Examples of a configuration and startup event 
include SNAX/CDF process startup messages and 
messages indicating the progress of SNAX/CDF 
initialization according to the user's SCF configu
ration definitions. Logical processing errors or 
finite state machine errors are examples of logical 
error events. Events of this type generally indicate 
a serious problem within SNAX/CDF and should 
be reported to a Tandem representative. Session 
events reported for SNAX/CDF generally indicate 
configuration problems or trouble within the 
attached network. 

Tracing Facilities. SNAX/CDF provides very 
comprehensive tracing facilities that supply both 
an internal and an external trace. These tracing 
facilities are detailed in the SNAXIXF Configuration 
and Control Manual. These traces enable analysts 
to more quickly isolate a problem because they pro
vide extensive flow and component information. 

While SNAX/CDF is executing, the SNAX/CDF 
internal trace runs constantly. Tracing is kept to a 
minimum to minimize performance degradation. 
The internal trace ensures that, in the event of a 
problem with SNAX/CDF, enough information is 
available in a program dump to enable a speedy 
analysis. This is especially helpful in most produc
tion situations where, typically, external traces are 
not enabled. The internal trace is controlled by 
parameter specification to SNAX/CDF at the time 
of initialization. 

The SNAX/CDF external trace, controlled by 
the SCF TRACE PROCESS command, allows the 
specification of a significant number and types of 
trace points. Such a large range of trace points 
greatly enhances the chances of quickly identify
ing the cause of a particular problem. The data is 
traced to a disk file for later examination using the 
PTRACE trace formatting facility. 

Conclusion 
The SNAX/CDFproductprovides new connec
tivity between Tandem and IBM networks. 
SNAX/CDF allows IBM terminals connected to 
an SNA backbone network access to Tandem 
applications. In addition, users on their Tandem 
systems can use SNAX/CDF to access IBM 
applications on an SNA network. SNAX/CDF 
provides configuration in strict adherence with 
Tandem current SCF configuration technology, 
while also presenting this configuration in a 
fashion very similar to IBM VTAM definitions. 
By providing backward compatibility for existing 
applications, SNAX/CDF can protect investments 
in software development. The ability of SNAX/CDF 
to implement a broadened access to network 
resources outside the Tandem environment 
illustrates the Tandem commitment to SNA as a 
means of providing enhanced OLTP connectivity. 
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SNA Glossary 

Advanced Communication Function (ACF) 

U sect in the full name for the VTAM and NCP software 
products. Refer to the definitions for VTAM and NCP. 

Application Program Interface (API) 

A pseudonym for the Transaction Services layer of SNA, an 
API acts as the layer that interfaces directly to the application 
program. An API, provided by the SN AXJXF product, is 
responsible for translating functional requests sent from the 
Tandem system or received from the SNA system into a format 
that the underlying SNA layers understands. 

Backbone Network 

The portion of a network that is the transport path between 
major network components controlling the routing and end 
point delivery of messages in a network. An SNA backbone 
network is the portion of the network that connects SNA host 
(PU Type 5) components and SNA communications controller 
(PU Type 4) components. 

Cluster Controller 

An IBM hardware control unit that contains a PU function. 
The cluster controller, known also as a PU Type 2, is respon
sible for controlling LUs attached to the PU. IBM 3272, 3274, 
and 3174 control units are examples of a cluster controller. 

Communications Controller 

An IBM front-end processor that runs the IBM Network 
Control Program and is the interface between the host and the 
subarea backbone network. Examples of communication 
controllers, also known as a PU Type 4, are the IBM 3705, 
3720, 3725, and 3745. 

Class of Service Table (COSTAB) 

A user-defined table of information that defines virtual route 
and transmission priority information for applications. This 
information is encoded such that alternate virtual routes can be 
selected in the event of the failure of an existing active virtual 
route. The route selection criteria can be dynamically selected 
by the user using the Virtual Route Selection Exit in VTAM or 
the Virtual Route Selection Process in SNAX/CDF. 

Cross-Domain Session 

A cross-domain session is defined as a session between a 
resource (also referred to as a network-addressable unit, or 
NAU) in one domain and a resource, or NAU, in a different 
domain. See also NAU. 

Cross-Domain Session Resource Manager (CORM) 

A subcomponent of the SSCP that is responsible for 
controlling cross-domain (also called xdomain or xdom) 
sessions between CDRMs. 

Domain 

A collection of subareas controlled by an SSCP. The size of 
the given domain is dependent on the size and configuration 
of the total network and is governed by the portion of the 
network geographically and logically assigned to the given 
domain. 

Exchange ID (XID) 

An SDLC frame exchanged between SNAX/CDF and NCP 
at link activation time. XID supplies communication 
parameters used by SNAX/CDF and NCP. 

Explicit Route 

A logically defined path using one or more transmission 
groups that defines a definite route between two subareas. 
An explicit route is identified by an origin subarea address, 
a destination subarea address, an explicit route number, and 
a reverse explicit route number. 

Host 

A processing unit that contains all or part of the user appli
cations, the SNA access method, and an SSCP. Also known 
as a PU Type 5, examples of a host would be an IBM 3090 or 
4381 with VTAM or a Tandem VLX with SNAX/CDF. 
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Logical Unit (LU) 

\. logical unit is a port that allows access to the SNA network 
or the transfer of data. Examples of an LU would be an 
tpplication program, an IBM 3270 display station, or an 
tutomated teller machine. There are several types of LUs,* 
ncluding: 

■ LU Type O defines an application-to-terminal LU relation
;hip where the specifics of the exchanged data format are 
iefined by the LU partners. This is most commonly used 
Nith non-SN A 3270 terminals. LU Type 0 is also used for 
1pplication-to-application data exchange where a user-defined 
iata exchange is defined. 

■ LU Type 1 defines an application-to-printer LU relation
;hip where the SNA Character Stream (SCS) data format is 
1sed. 

■ LU Type 2 defines an application-to-terminal LU relation
;hip where the 3270 data stream is used. LU Type 2 is used 
Nith SNA channel or link-attached 3270 terminals. 

■ LU Type 3 defines an application-to-printer LU relation
;hip where the 3270 Data Stream Compatibility (DSC) data 
.'ormat is used. 

■ LU Type 6.2 defines an application-to-application 
LU relationship where the two LUs exchange data basic 
.o the rules of LU 6.2 Advanced Program-to-Program 
:ommunication.** 

Network-Addressable Unit (NAU) 

A network node (SSCP, PU, LU) that can be directly 
1ddressed using the SNA routing architecture as the end point 
Jf some network-related traffic. Traffic is first routed to the 
mbarea and then sent to the NAU within the subarea. The 
NAU address is a combination of subarea and element. 

Network Control Program (NCP) 

The IBM software that runs in an IBM communications 
controller unit (PU Type 4). 

Peer Functional Component 

In SNA, all layers of the SNA architecture exist within each 
network component in a peer ( duplicate or mirrored) fashion. 
For example, in the SNA sense, SNAX/CDF has the same 
peer functional components in the Tandem system as does 
VTAM and NCP on the IBM side. 

Peripheral Nodes 

The actual link, PU, or LU devices that are used by end users 
for transmission of user data. Peripheral nodes are adjacent to 
and controlled by subarea nodes. Examples of peripheral 
nodes would be a SNALU application running on a Tandem 
VLX or an IBM 3174 cluster controller attached to an IBM 
3725 communications controller with a 3278 display station. 

Physical Unit (PU) 

An SNA component that provides the services for the 
SSCP-PU session and is the controlling intelligence for any 
associated LUs. There are several types of PUs: 

■ PU Type 2.0 is defined as a cluster controller. (See Cluster 
Controller.) These devices work in a master-slave relation
ship, the PU Type 4 or 5 being the master and the PU 2.0, the 
slave. 

■ PU Type 2.1 is defined as an intelligent physical unit. It 
can communicate with other PU Type 2.1 or Type 4 nodes as 
a peer physical unit with a negotiated role of master or slave, 
which is based on Exchange ID at link connection time. (See 
Exchange ID.) 

■ PU Type 4 is defined as a communications controller. (See 
Communications Controller.) 

■ PU Type 5 is defined as a host. (See Host.) 

Synchronous Data Link Control (SDLC) 

A bit-oriented, link-level communication link protocol as 
defined by IBM. Used by ENVOYACP/XF over the Tandem 
6204 controller. 

Session 

A logical connection between two network-addressable 
units that has been created by exchanging pertinent informa
tion contained in SNA requests and responses associated 
with network-addressable units. For example, a BIND request 
and its related positive response create an LU-LU session. 
Other logical connections include SSCP-PU, SSCP-LU, and 
SSCP-SSCP (CDRM-CDRM) sessions. 

*The IBM 3174 Subsystem Contml Unit Functional Description provides more details regarding SN A character string data format, SNAchannel or link-attached 
3270s, and data stream compatibility data format for LU Types 1, 2, and 3, respectively. 

"Refer to the IBM Format and Protocol Reference Manual: Architectural Logic),,r LU Type 6.2. 
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Subarea 

A network-addressable unit that consists of a subarea node 
and any attached peripheral nodes with their associated 
resources. The subarea node is directly addressable within the 
routing design of SNA, and the subarea contains resources 
subordinate to it that are subaddressed by specific, unique 
element addresses within the subarea node. This combination 
of the subarea and the element routing structure (also known 
as an NAU) comprises a subarea backbone network. 

System Services Control Point (SSCP) 

A network-addressable unit that resides in a host (a PU 
Type 5) and is responsible for the configuration, control, and 
error recovery of related end-user nodes in a hierarchical 
relationship between PU and LU nodes. SSCPs, in a peer 
session with each other, divide the network into domains of 
control. 

Transmission Group (TG) 

A logical association of physical communication links 
between adjacent subarea nodes that gives the appearance 
of a composite communication link. A TG can be a single
or multiple-link association. 

Unformatted System Services (USS) 

A facility within VTAM that defines two facilities: ( 1) a 
character string syntactical command sequence by which 
VTAM recognizes logon sequences to applications, either 
same or cross-domain to VTAM, and (2) a set of messages 
that can be generically displayed on VTAM-owned terminals 
for particular situations (for example, a good morning or ter
minal identifier message). The character-coded logon 
sequences are then translated into SNA-defined message 
units. These are then used to perform session initiation. USS 
tables define sets of these messages. 

Virtual Route 

A logical path mapped over one or more explicit routes that 
defines the virtual path from an origination subarea to a 
destination subarea. Virtual routes provide paths over which 
SNA transmission units flow. They employ a transmission 
priority scheme for prioritizing data flow, a virtual route 
pacing mechanism to control network route congestion, and a 
sequence number to maintain virtual route integrity. 

Virtual Telecommunications Access Method 
(VTAM) 

The name for a distinct component of IBM host-resident 
software that is the main IBM emphasis for SNA communica
tions in subarea networks. 
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Network Design 
Considerations 

--.. 11111 
imely access to various data is 
a critical, integral part of the 
effective operation of most or
ganizations. Business success 
or failure can often depend on 
employees' ability to make 
fast, thorough, and accurate 

decisions based on the most current information 
available. The need for users to have reliable 
access to up-to-date information at local and 
remote locations gives rise to the development 
of computer and terminal networks. 

A properly designed data network can provide 
an organization with an effective means for 
reducing costs and a more efficient operation of 
the organization. Conversely, an improperly 
planned network can inhibit the efficient use of 
system resources, interfere with the functioning 
of the organization, and even cause the loss of 
customers. The adverse effects of a poor network 
design underscore the importance of designing 
networks that have the facilities and flexibility to 
meet current and future demands of the network 
users. 

This article presents a high-level overview of 
the various considerations involved in the effec
tive design of data networks. It is intended to be a 
discussion of the issues and decisions that a 
network designer needs to make when designing 
or modifying a network. The importance of a 
careful and thorough analysis of the network 
requirements as well as the implications of the 
available design alternatives are stressed. In 
addition, the article discusses some techniques 
and methodologies that can be of use in the 
network design process. 

" ·-----------------------
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Effective Network Design 
In general terms, the network design process is 
composed of a number of tasks: 

■ Determining network objectives and the per
formance and reliability requirements. 

■ Gathering information regarding the network 
users and the activity level that the network is 
expected to handle. 

■ Sizing of the components to determine the 
appropriate capacities. 

■ Selecting the network components. 

■ Determining the most effective connection 
configuration, or topology, for linking these 
components together in a network. 

Methods and tools are available to help the 
network designer arrive at the optimum design, 
and these are described later in detail. 

The general goal of the design process is to 
allocate network resources in a cost-effective 
manner that best accommodates the requirements 
of the users. The desired end product is a complete 
description of the network, its components, and its 
functions. 

A critical factor not to be overlooked in the 
network design process is the expertise of the 
people involved in the network planning and 
design. As well as having a solid background in 
data communications, a network designer should 
be up-to-date on new products and technologies in 
order to evaluate all technical alternatives. In 
addition, the designer should understand network 
design concepts; know the implications in trade
offs between line utilization, response times, and 
queueing delays; and be familiar with the different 
design methodologies that are appropriate for the 
various topologies. Finally, and most importantly 
for the project's success, a network designer must 
thoroughly understand the organization's business 
needs in order to design a data network that 
specifically accommodates those needs. 

Beginning the Design Process 
Designing an effective network requires that the 
objectives and requirements of the network, 
including the performance requirements and 
reliability standards, be defined. Then, accurate 
and comprehensive data describing the work that 
the network is to support must be obtained or 
estimated. Using this information, appropriate 
methods and techniques can be applied to arrive 
at a satisfactory design. 

General Objectives and Requirements 
The value of a data network to an organization is 
measured by its ability to support operational, 
tactical, and strategic objectives of the organiza
tion. Determining and establishing the objectives 
and requirements of a network is the most impor
tant step in the design process. To accomplish this 
first crucial step, the designer must examine, 
among other things: 

■ Why the network is being developed. 

■ What functions and service levels are to be 
expected from it. 

■ The defined scope of the network. 

■ The organizations affected by it. 

Determining overall objectives and require
ments necessitates frequent and thorough contact 
with the users of the business systems to under
stand their needs and the needs of the organization. 
Each organization has its own unique requirements 
and flow of information. 
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Several basic decisions need to be made con
cerning the overall structure and facilities provided 
by the network. For example, a group may need to 
decide whether voice and data networks are to be 
kept separate or if they are to be integrated into one 
network. The trend today is toward integrated net
works, many of which attempt to integrate voice, 
data, facsimile, and video transmission over high
speed lines. 

In some organizations it may be beneficial or 
necessary to separate certain critical applications 
or functions into separate networks. This may be 
done for a number of reasons, including cost, 

Cost and performance 
are two factors of 

network design. 

security, or other con
siderations unique to 
the organization. If only 
one network is chosen, 
there are the potential 
problems of some appli
cations affecting other 

applications, especially if they share communica
tions media. On the other hand, separate networks 
make the total management more complex, and 
the total costs of the networks may be greater than 
for a single network. 

Cost and performance goals are generally impor
tant factors in setting design requirements and 
objectives. However, they are not the only criteria 
to determine an effective design. Many other fac
tors, such as priority, availability, and sensitivity of 
certain users or applications, often impose serious 
constraints on the network design. The network 
must be designed to meet the goals, needs, and 
preferences of the specific organization. 

Performance Requirements 
The network must have the capacity to provide 
consistent and satisfactory service to all users of 
the network. 

Performance requirements for users of terminal 
networks are most often stated in terms of re
sponse time-the time taken to send a message to 
the destination host system and receive a reply. 
Usually, response time is more precisely defined 
as the length of time it takes to either receive a 
complete reply or the first character of a reply 
message. 

For distributed computer systems communi
cating on a peer-to-peer basis, the performance 
requirements can specify the acceptable range 
of times for the average end-to-end delay for a 
packet. However, to be meaningful to the end 
user, this delay must be further defined in terms 
of the expected response time for the applications 
being accessed. 

Performance requirements and the associated 
response times for users should be based on the 
level of performance that is required to sustain 
business without adversely affecting the overall 
functioning of the organization. Generally, there is 
a defined time value to the information travelling 
through the network. A delay beyond that time 
may cause that information to have limited value. 
For example, a user accessing stock market quo
tations needs very timely information in order to 
buy and sell stocks at the appropriate times to 
maximize profits and minimize losses. 

A short response time can be critical for many 
interactive applications involving the public. 
Some applications are so critical that it is disas
trous for the business if the response times are not 
consistently of short duration. If too much delay is 
encountered, the company may lose customers to 
competitors. 

Defining Performance Requirements. Perfor
mance requirements are often defined as an 
average response time, a maximum response 
time for a certain percentage of transactions 
occurring in the network, or a combination of 
the two criteria. The percentage of transactions 
is frequently set at 90% or 95%. A typical perfor
mance requirement might be that 95% of the 
transactions should have a response time not 
exceeding 3 seconds. The criteria selected should 
be reasonable and practical; attempting to push 
the percentage of transactions to 100% may 
rapidly increase costs to a point where very little 
is gained for large increments in expense. 
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The value of the desired response time must be 
a realistic value that takes into consideration the 
message sizes, queueing delays, and the amount of 
processing and database accesses required at the 
host to service a transaction. For example, if the 
host system takes 2 seconds to process a transac
tion and the message lengths are long, it may be 
difficult or impossible to keep the average re
sponse time to less than 3 seconds unless the host 
processing time can be reduced. 

Traffic Flow Rates. Related to the response time 
is the determination of what rate of traffic flow the 
network is being expected to handle. The design 
criteria is often defined as to whether the network 
should be able to accommodate the average or 
peak traffic flows. 

Peak traffic flows may be sudden surges at 
certain times of the day or at certain periods of the 
week, month, or year. The designer must have data 
that is as complete as possible on the traffic that is 
anticipated for the network, including future 
growth expected over the lifetime of the network. 
A design for peak flow is more expensive, and 
some of the network capacity is not used during 
non-peak times. However, using average rates 
may result in a system that soon reaches its 
capacity limits and may not provide adequate 
growth capacity. 

To solve this problem, designers often prefer to 
size the network for a value that is somewhere 
between the average and peak flow values and can 
provide satisfactory service for the majority of the 
users most of the time. The general goal is to 
provide adequate service for most of the time but 
to allow a somewhat degraded service during 
short periods of unusually heavy peak traffic flow. 
The appropriate level of service is heavily depen
dent on the organization and the types of applica
tions running on that network. 

Network Reliability 
The network must be reliable and available to 
provide all necessary service to its users. Users 
judge the network on its ability to provide consis
tent levels of performance, availability, and 
integrity. Networks unable to provide a minimum 
standard of availability and performance waste 
money and resources for the organization and, due 
to situations that impair the organization's ability 
to conduct business successfully, can lead to 
reduced revenues. 

The probability that the network might fail 
under stress as well as other types of failure must 
be assessed to determine the cost of the failures. 
The more costly a failure is, the more important it 
is to have a design for the network that minimizes 
the effects of failures. The network needs to have 
sufficient flexibility built into it to provide for new 
users, new applications, new technologies, and 
future growth and expansion. This also means that 
the resulting network must be capable of being 
satisfactorily managed to react to failures and 
other abnormal situations. 

Gathering Design Information 
The designer must first have a complete picture of 
the users of the network and exact, detailed data 
on the amount of traffic activity that the network is 
expected to handle in order to determine the 
capacities needed within the network. Some of the 
general requirements of the network may become 
redefined as more information about the opera
tions of the users is obtained. 

Gathering accurate data is probably the most 
difficult step because the data is often not readily 
available in the required format. However, it is 
one of the most important steps. The accuracy of 
the information directly affects the design preci
sion, network performance, and network cost. 
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What Information Is Needed? 
The general information a designer requires 
includes the following: 

■ What locations are included in the network. 

■ What applications are used. 

■ What resources these applications require. 

■ How much traffic these applications generate 
into the network. 

From each location, there is information that 
must be transmitted to other locations. The 
sources and destinations of the information must 
be identified, and all the expected traffic through 
the network, including interactive, batch, and file 
transfer, must be determined. Other elements to 
consider include the number of applications that 
network users are running, how frequently these 
applications are used, and any unique require
ments for each user application. 

For interactive applications, complete profiles 
of the transactions are necessary: message sizes, 
terminal processing times, think times for the 
host system users, protocol overheads, and other 
processing delays. In the case of batch and file 
transmissions, the file sizes and the maximum 
transmission time allowed must be determined. 
Some data compression may occur for batch and 
file transmissions, significantly reducing the 
amount of data to be transmitted. 

T A N D E M SYSTEMS 

If existing systems are part of the network 
being designed or modified, it is necessary to have 
information about these components; for ex
ample, the protocols in use, line speeds, and 
hardware delays. If available, performance infor
mation about the existing system can be used as a 
baseline and can help the designer to determine if 
there are any current problems. The new or 
modified design should not adversely affect the 
existing performance levels. 

While gathering data on network activity, the 
ideal goal is to have information on the traffic 
from all locations and all users. However, in some 
situations, this is not possible or practical. As a 
result, it may be necessary to build a sample of the 
predicted network activity by selecting samples of 
network users at appropriate times. 

Such a sample must be sufficiently representa
tive to predict the absent users and thus reflect the 
requirements of the whole population of users. 
The time periods selected must be representative 
and coincide with the performance requirements 
established for the network. Consideration of 
seasonal variations and other traffic periods that 
the network is being designed to accommodate 
must be included. 

Frequently, some preliminary study is needed 
to determine the patterns of the data traffic. The 
amount of traffic in the peak periods is then deter
mined by measuring and data gathering. It is not 
sufficient to simply take a day's or month's worth 
of data then divide it by the total number of hours 
to arrive at an average figure. The difference be
tween a non-busy period and a busy period may 
be very great. If some periods are very light and 
some very heavy, an average calculated in this 
way often underestimates or overestimates the 
traffic that the network should be designed to 
handle. 

Ways to Obtain Data 
It may be necessary to use several different 
methods to get sufficient data to proceed with the 
design process. Often, the method chosen to 
gather information depends on the type of net
work a designer is studying. 
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An Existing System. For existing systems, a 
good source for at least part of the data should 
be the results of performance analyses and meas
urement of network activities. This data can be 
gathered from software and hardware counters 
and accumulated statistics. Tandem programs 
such as the MEASURE'" System Performance 
Measurement Tool, Network Statistics System 
(NSS), Communications Management Interface 
( CMI), Subsystem Control Facility (SCF), and 
others can provide useful information. Other 
sources may include traces, manual tracking, 
response-time monitors, and system and program 
specifications. 

The designer should ensure that all offered traf
fic is determined, not merely the "good" or suc
cessful activities. For example, if dial-in inquiries 
are lost because of busy circuits, the unsuccessful 
inquiries probably are not recorded. It is important 
to estimate any lost traffic to provide adequate 
facilities to handle these calls successfully. 

For dial-up telephone service and public packet 
data networks, the carriers and call accounting 
devices can provide information about the number, 
duration, destination, and cost of the calls. Traffic 
activity can also be monitored through application 
software, including transaction files and audit 
trails. 

New Network or Applications. If no network 
exists or one or more new applications are being 
added, it may be necessary to do some preliminary 
design of these systems to get adequate data. This 
may require talking to the end users of the current 
manual systems or examining current manual 
methods of recording activities, such as sales slips 
or invoices, to determine what functionality and 
capacity is needed in the new systems. 

The information obtained should always be 
checked for reasonableness and completeness. In 
many situations, some assumptions need to be 
made, and the data must be adjusted to account for 
incomplete information or anticipated growth. 
Also, user estimates are frequently low; it is often 
not possible to accurately predict the increased 
traffic into the network that may occur as a result 
of the availability of new functions. The assump
tions made and the omitted data that is extrapo
lated or predicted should be noted because they 
have implications for the validity of the end results 
of the network design. 

Designing the Network 
The actual network design involves sizing and 
connecting the various components through 
communications media to form a network that 
meets the established objectives and criteria. 
Because each has an effect on the other, the host, 
terminal, and concentrator sizing implications 
must be considered together with the line sizing 
and routing. All these elements must work together 
to provide satisfactory service to the users. 

Generally, the goal is to arrive at a network con
figuration that offers an economical design yet 
maintains a desired 
level of reliability and 
provides an acceptable 
response time or inter
system delay. The 
network design should 
be based on the flow of 
information and the 

Balancing trade-offs 
between costs, reliability, 

and performance is not an 
easy task. 

organizational structure and should facilitate the 
flow of information and data to the end users. In 
addition, it should be engineered to accommodate 
future growth; it is generally cheaper and quicker 
to add to an existing network than to completely 
redesign it. 

Balancing the many trade-offs between costs, 
reliability, and performance is not an easy task, 
especially when dealing with large networks. Many 
alternatives may be used to arrive at a satisfactory 
network design. 
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Figure 1 

Figure 1. 

A point-to-point network. 
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Network Topology 
The topology defines the physical structure of the 
network; it should follow and facilitate the flow 
of information within the network. In many cases 
a network is made up of several subnetworks each 
of which may have a different topological stru~ture. 

Topologies can be divided into two general 
types of networks: hierarchical and distributed. 
For this discussion, hierarchical means that infor
mation flows between lower and higher levels. 
This can simply be terminals connected directly to 
the host system or can include intermediate levels 
of devices such as cluster controllers, multiplex
ers, and concentrators. 

Hierarchical systems typically have one main 
host system, although they can have more than 
one host system. Terminals are connected to the 
host by point-to-point or multipoint lines. Some
times concentrators, multiplexers, or other devices 
are used to concentrate the connection of the ter
minals. The host system is the main destination of 
the traffic, and typically there is very little com
munication between the individual terminal sites. 
If there is a need for communication, it is through 
the host system. The host system also usually 
contains most of the databases. 

There are many design variations possible 
using a hierarchical topology, and many different 
types of equipment can be used. A point-to-point 
network, a multipoint network, and a hierarchical 
network with multiplexers and concentrators are 
three_ co~monly used hierarchical topologies. 

D1stnbuted topology refers to flow of informa
tion between peer-level systems. This topology 
~an also contain hierarchical elements, especially 
1f a backbone of switching nodes is part of the net
work. It is very likely that a given network is a 
hybrid where part of the network is hierarchical 
and part is distributed. 

Point-to-Point Network. This type of network 
the s~mplest form of the hierarchical topology,' 
provides direct connection of each terminal or 
cluster controller to the host. (See Figure I.) Each 
device is connected by a separate line forming a 
star arrangement, where the lines radiate out from 
the host system. Point-to-point lines are also used 
in other interconnections such as host systems to 
other host systems and concentrators and multi
plexers to hosts. 

~enerally, there is no polling delay unless the 
p01?t-to-point line involves a line-sharing device, 
:,vh~c~ requires each attached device to be polled 
md1v1dua~ly. If each terminal is connected by a 
separate hne, the result should be optimum 
response times. The point-to-point network has 
high reliability because a line failure or misbehav
ior of a terminal only affects that one line. How
ever, this topology generally has the highest 
communications lines cost, and it usually requires 
one communications port at the host for each site 
in the network. To reduce costs, it is often prefer
able to have several locations share a line in a 
multipoint arrangement. 

Multipoint Network. This type of hierarchical 
!opology can frequently offer substantial savings 
m terms of communications costs. In most in
stances, multipoint configurations are only used to 
connect terminal devices or cluster controllers as 
illustrated in Figure 2, rather than provide hos;-to
host or concentrator-to-host connections. This 
network arrangement requires the use of a polling 
protocol, which adds a polling delay to the re
sponse time. In order to keep this delay to an 
acceptable figure, the number of points per line 
may have to be limited. 
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A multipoint network is not as reliable as a 
point-to-point network. Failure of a line generally 
brings down all the devices on the line, and there 
are more potential failure points on the line. Line 
failures can be partial in some cases, leaving some 
of the devices still in service. Many multipoint 
designs provide for backup, either over a redun
dant line or as a dial-up connection, to ensure 
satisfactory service for the users of the network in 
the event of line failures. 

When designing a multipoint network, the 
designer must determine which points are placed 
on each line as well as how many points and 
devices to put on each line. To do this, costs and 
distances, as well as the traffic from the devices, 
must be considered in order to arrive at lines that 
are optimum in cost but meet the performance 
constraints. 

It can be very risky to use simple rules of 
thumb, such as maximum number of points or 
terminals on a line, unless there is a uniformity of 
use at each terminal or location. A better approach 
involves considering the amount of traffic from 
each potential point as well as the amount of poll
ing delay incurred. In this way, it is possible to pre
vent the overloading of lines and excessive polling 
delays, which result in unsatisfactory response 
times. In addition, too many devices on a line can 
cause severe disruption to many users if the line 
should fail. Finally, the designer must consider any 
total circuit distance limitations imposed by the 
communications carriers that supply the lines. 

Hierarchical Network with Multiplexers and 
Concentrators. A third common hierarchical 
topology provides a network that uses concentra
tors, multiplexers, or both. (See Figure 3.) Includ
ing these components often reduces line costs, 
especially when compared to point-to-point 
configurations. Concentrators can provide valu
able remote processing, reducing the user response 
times and the load on the network lines. In the 
Tandem environment, a smaller EXT'" or CLX'" 
system can serve as a concentrator and provide 
local processing for the terminals connected to it. 
Two disadvantages are (1) that the concentration 
device might fail, bringing down all the devices 
attached to it, and (2) that it adds additional delay 
to the response time and means additional cost for 
the network. Careful selection of the concentrator 
device ensures that it is both reliable and efficient; 
this minimizes potential problems. 

Figure 2 

/ 

Figure 3 

/ 

I 

-~-· ;1< 

The designer decides where the concentration 
devices are located and which devices are con
nected to them. These decisions are generally 
based on cost and performance trade-offs, but 
they also include considerations unique to the 
company such as adequate facilities for the equip
ment, trained personnel, and proximity to main
tenance support. If the user wants processing in 
addition to line concentration, the designer must 
ensure that the concentration device can handle 
both the planned processing and communications 
load; this prevents the creation of any bottlenecks. 
Limiting the number of terminals connected to the 
concentration device may be required. 
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Figure 2. 

A multipoint network. 

Figure 3. 

A hierarchical network 
with concentrators. 
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Figure 4 

Figure 4. 

A distributed network. 
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Several levels of concentration are theoretically 
possible. However, the network designer usually 
limits the number of levels of concentration to 
avoid two main problems: the total delay can be
come too large, and the number of devices affected 
in a failure can reach an unacceptable level. 

Distributed Topology. In a network designed 
to use a distributed topology, as illustrated in 
Figure 4, the processor systems deal with each 
other on a peer-to-peer level. The systems send 
data to and receive data from the other systems. 
This topology provides the capability for distrib
uted processing and distributed databases and 
allows decentralized control by each system of the 
associated devices connected to it. The intelligence 
and processing capabilities can be distributed 
throughout the geographical scope of the network. 
Resource sharing is possible, and some functions 
may be localized to specific systems. 

----- -~· --- -----

From the network user's point of view, the 
ideal situation is to have a fully connected net
work with each system directly connected to 
every other system. However, this is generally 
cost-prohibitive and unnecessary for most net
works. Instead, many designs require that each 
system is directly connected to only two other 
systems. The access to other systems is then 
through the directly connected systems. The 
number of minimum connections is generally 
based on these criteria: the need for alternative 
paths if primary paths fail, cost, and network 
delay constraints. The amount of delay incurred 
as a result of going through intermediate systems 
as well as the overall cost must be assessed when 
making decisions on system connections. 

Three types of networks-Tandem EXPAND'", 
multidomain systems network architecture (SNA), 
and open systems interconnection (OSI) net
works-provide examples of systems using a 
distributed topology design. There are additional 
delays in response times if terminals communicate 
with systems to which they are not physically 
connected. The amount of delay depends on the 
number of systems and lines that the data must 
traverse. 

The design problem for this type of topology 
involves determining the most effective routing for 
traffic from one node to another within cost and 
performance constraints. This includes choosing 
nodal sites, assigning routing, and configuring 
connecting lines and line capacities. The greater 
the number of network nodes, the more compli
cated is the determination of intemode connec
tions. The effect of failed primary lines needs to be 
examined so that adequate capacity is available on 
alternative routes when they are needed. 

The number of intermediate systems between 
source and destination can have significant cost 
and performance considerations for a distributed 
topology. On one hand, there may be substantial 
cost savings from routing data through several 
systems; however, delays encountered during per
iods of heavy traffic may become quite substantial. 

The locations of databases also have implica
tions for distributed network designs. Accesses to 
remote databases are network transactions. More 
centralized databases create a higher volume of 
intemode traffic in the network. This may be 
especially significant if large amounts of data need 
to be transferred frequently from one system to 
another. 
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Network Components 
Various communications facilities can be used to 
connect the devices and systems and can have an 
effect on the network topology. For example, the 
use of satellite technology may make a point-to
point network topology the best choice, especially 
when there are locations in remote areas. On the 
other hand, the use of terrestrial lines to connect a 
network covering a large geographical area may 
make a multipoint configuration the most cost
effective solution. 

The selection of the communications media can 
also be affected by the type of information being 
sent across the network. For example, if voice, 
message, data, and facsimile are to be integrated 
into one network, very high-capacity lines may be 
required. If voice circuits are not used after bus
iness hours, they can be made available for data 
traffic (such as file transfer) during these hours; 
this reduces the total number of circuits needed 
without degrading the service quality. Often, indi
vidual requirements for voice, message, or data 
lines at a given site may not justify a leased circuit, 
but a combination of two or more types of require
ments might. 

Local devices, terminals, and other equipment 
at the computer system site can be connected 
directly to the system or indirectly connected by 
way of a local area network. Remote terminals and 
concentration devices can be connected by various 
methods, including dial-up and leased lines, 
satellites, public packet data networks, fiber-optic 
lines, and microwave technology. Depending on 
their features, these methods fall under the general 
categories of switched or private lines. 

Switched Lines. If the charges for private lines 
are very high and there is a low traffic volume, a 
measured service that bases its charges primarily 
on usage may be the best choice. Costs are only 
incurred when the lines are actually in use. 
Switched lines such as the standard dial-up 
telephone network and public packet data net
works can be an effective way to connect points 
with a modest volume of transactions. They pro
vide for low fixed cost, short-term commitment, 
and accurate network accounting. The added 
advantage is that virtually any point on a world 
network can generally be reached by a dial-up or 
a public packet data network. 

Disadvantages in the use of dial-up telephone 
lines include the variable line quality, low speeds, 
and long call setup times. The quality and speed of 
dial-up lines may make it impossible to effectively 
transfer large amounts of data; varying line quality 
generally restricts dial-up lines to speeds no 
greater than 9600 bits per second. The lines often 
vary widely in error rates, which may result in 
many retries when attempting to transmit large 
amounts of data. Response time requirements can 
also rule out dial-up lines because of the amount 
of time involved. Depending on the technology 
involved in the dialing and switching of the call, 
the time to make a connection can take as long as 
25 seconds. 

Private Lines. Private, dedicated lines are valu
able for networks that have a high volume of 
transactions from a relatively small number of 
highly localized points and have more stringent 
response-time requirements. A variety of tech
nologies can be used to provide long-distance 
lines, such as satellite, microwave, and other high
capacity services. Where large amounts of data 
can be concentrated, especially if voice and data 
are integrated, the high-speed carrier services can 
play an important part in the network. 

--- - ---- ------- - -------~-----------------------------
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Figure 5. 

Estimating input and output 
message service time. 
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Figure 5 

(a) Example: Calculating input message service time. 

Assumptions: 
Half-duplex input sequence: 

Host polls the device. 
Device responds with its input message. 

Values for this example: 
PrtO = 16 characters 
PrpD = two@ 0.02 second each 
MD = one@ 0.025 second 
ML = 60 characters 
LS = 4800 bits per second 

f (60 
+ 

16
) x 

8
) + (2 x 0.02) + 0.025 = 0.192 second X 4800 

(b) Example: Calculating output message service time. 

Assumptions: 
Half-duplex output sequence: 

Select message from the host to the device. 
Acknowledgment from the device. 
Output message from the host. 
Acknowledgment from the device. 

Values for this example: 
PrtO = 32 characters 
PrpD = four@ 0.02 second each 
MD = one@ 0.025 second 
ML = 200 characters 
LS = 4800 bits per second 

( (
200 

+ 
32

) x 
8
)+ (4 x 0.02) + 0.025 = 0.492 second 

4800 

The clear advantage to this type of service is the 
assured, immediate, and generally more reliable 
connection. Among the disadvantages are the high 
cost and the accompanying long-term commit
ment. Altering and re-engineering private lines is 
expensive and time-consuming, thus hindering a 
network's ability to respond quickly to usage 
changes. 

Satellite technology presents several unique 
considerations. Potentially long propagation 
delays may exist when sending data to the 
satellite then to the destination; this may preclude 
satellite use in some applications. A data link 
protocol that provides for a large number of 
unacknowledged frames to be outstanding must 
be employed to make effective use of satellite 
links. Weather can be an important factor for both 
satellite and microwave installations. However, 
some satellite implementations can be quite cost
effective and satisfactory, especially when remote 
rural locations are involved. 

When dealing with private lines supplied by 
the various communications carriers, the designer 
often has a choice between analog and digital 
lines. However, some line speeds may only be 
available as digital offerings. Digital service is 
generally considered to be more reliable than 
analog, but it is also more expensive and not 
universally available. 

Selecting Line Capacities 
When selecting the speed, or capacity, of the lines 
to connect the various components, the designer 
must keep the performance requirements for the 
line clearly in mind. For most situations, this 
equates to meeting the response-time require
ments for applications on the network. Where 
there are several lines involved in the connection, 
individual line delays must be calculated. 

Components of Response Time 
Response time consists of the following 
components: 

■ Queueing delay waiting to use the input line. 

■ Polling delay, if polling is involved. 

■ Input message service time. 

■ Host processing time. 

■ Queueing delay waiting to use the output line. 

■ Output message service time. 

■ Other hardware delays from equipment such as 
multiplexers and concentrators. 

The service times, polling delay, and queueing 
delays can be calculated using basic queueing 
theory formulas. The formulas described below 
are methods for providing quick approximations 
of the response times and other delays. More 
rigorous and precise methods are also available. 1 

'See Martin. 1972. and Kleinrock, 1976, for detailed descriptions and discus
sions of queueing theory techniques. 
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Message Service Time. Message service time is 
the length of time it takes to transmit a message 
block across a single communications line. This 
value can be calculated by using the formula: 

ML+PrtO 
MST = - -- +MD+PrpD 

LS 
where 

MST = message service time 
ML = message length 
PrtO = protocol overhead 
MD = modem delay 
PrpD = propagation delay 
LS = line speed 

Figure 5 presents examples that illustrate 
calculations of input and output message service 
times. 

The formula for calculating message service 
time assumes that the line is released as soon as the 
message is received by the next hardware compo
nent. If this is not the case, the additional line 
holding times must be included as part of the 
service time. Also, if a message is divided into 
more than one block when being transmitted 
across the communications line, this calculation 
should be done for each block. 

Modem delay depends on the type of modem. 
It commonly ranges from 25 to 50 milliseconds for 
speeds up to and including 9600 bits per second. 
Propagation delay for nonsatellite lines is com
monly estimated at 1 millisecond per 100 miles. 
For satellite circuits, the propagation delay must 
include the time to go up to the satellite then down 
to the destination, so the delay is longer. The esti
mate is about 250 to 300 milliseconds. 

Polling Delay. The average polling delay is the 
average length of time a device can expect to wait 
to be polled. This depends on the number of poll
able points on the line. As illustrated in Figure 6, 
this value can be approximated by using this 
formula: 

n -1 
PolD = - - x NPT 

2 

where 

PolD = polling delay 
n = number of polling points 
NPT = negative poll time 

Figure 6 

Values for this example: 
n = 9 
PolO = 16 characters 
PrpD = two@ 0.02 second each 
MD = one@ 0.025 second 
LS = 4800 bits per second 

(9-1) (16x8 \ 
-

2
- x · 

4800 
+ (2 x 0.02) + 0.025/ = 0.367 second 

Negative poll time is the amount of time, 
including propagation and modem delays, to poll 
one point without obtaining data. Figure 6 illus
trates how the calculation for this value is embed
ded in the calculation for the average polling 
delay. The formula for negative poll time has these 
elements: 

NPT = PolO +PrpD+MD 
LS 

where 

PolO = number of characters included in the 
polling message and the negative reply 

- - ------ -- - --·- - ----- ------
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Figure 7. 

Calculating queueing delay 
and line utilization. 

Figure a. 
Formula and example.for 
calculating response time. 
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Figure 7 

Values for these examples: 
Input MST = 0.192 second 
Output MST = 0.492 second 
n = 3500 messages per hour 

Input LU= 35oo x0.192=0.187(18.7%) 
3600 

Input OD= ..Q- 192 x 0-187 = 0.044 second 
(1-0.187) 

Output LU= ~500 x 0.492 = 0.478 (47.8%) 
3600 

Output OD 0.492 x 0.478 = 0.451 second 
(1- 0.478) 

Figure 8 

Formula. 

RT= Input+ PolD +Input+ HPT +Output+ Output 
OD MST OD MST 

where 

RT = response time 
HPT = host processing time 

Values for this example: 
HPT = 1.5 seconds 
Other values used in this example are gathered from 
the calculations displayed in Figures 5, 6, and 7. 

Example. 

0.044 + 0.367 + 0.192 + 1.5 + 0.451 + 0.492 = 3.046 

Queueing Delay. Queueing delay is defined as the 
time incurred waiting for the communication line 
to be available for use. Queueing delay must be 
calculated for both input and output services. As 
presented in Figure 7, queueing delay can be 
estimated by using this formula: 

QD = MSTxLU 
1-LU 

where 

QD = queueing delay 
MST= average message service time 

(in seconds) 
LU = line utilization 

The line utilization value is calculated as 
follows: 

LU = nxMST 
where 

n = number of messages per second 

The formula for estimating the queueing 
delay assumes that the interarrival times for the 
messages follow a Poisson distribution, and the 
service times for the messages follow an exponen
tial distribution. 2 While these assumptions are not 
strictly true for some situations, the use of this 
formula should result in satisfactory approxima
tions to the queueing delays for most cases. When 
these assumptions are not met or there is a need 
for more precise results, other methods should be 
used.3 

Host Processing Time. In addition to the values 
for the line delays, the value for the host process
ing time is a necessary component of the response 
time. Host processing time represents the time the 
host takes to process a message, from the time it is 
received at the host until the response is sent out on 
the line.4 

Calculating Response Time 
Once all the required calculations have been made, 
estimating the response time is normally a simple 
matter of adding together all the values for the 
components discussed above. (See Figure 8.) 
However, there are special cases that demand the 
inclusion of additional values. 

When calculating response times for data 
messages over switched, dial-up lines, the call 
establishment time must be included as part of 
the total response time. This can be as much as 
25 seconds, depending upon the technology 
involved. Similarly, if a public packet data net
work is being used, the connect time has to be 
included. 

The designer must take into consideration the 
end-to-end flows and delays of the logical connec
tion. This is especially true in a network where 
hierarchical and distributed elements exist in the 
network and where a terminal user, physically 
connected to one system, may be accessing data at 
another system. The path from the terminal to the 
destination system can cross several lines and 
systems. When calculating response time for a 
terminal line that connects to a remote system, all 
the various delays and processing times that are 
encountered from source to destination and return 
must be included. 

2Martin, 1972, and Kleinrock, 1976, provide explanations of Poisson and 
exponential distribution. 

'See Martin, 1972, and Kleinrock, 1976. 

4See Hof\1/itz, 1988. for a discussion on host response-time calculation. 
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Effect of Line Utilization on Queueing Delays 
As noted previously in Figure 7, message service 
time and line utilization determine the amount of 
queueing delay waiting to use a line. In order to 
provide satisfactory response times for the net
work users, service times and line utilizations 
must be kept at acceptable levels. Service time 
is affected by the chosen line speed, and the line 
utilization by the amount of traffic on the line. 
A higher line speed or reduced line utilization 
re~ults in shorter queueing delays. For example, 
a hne that runs at 2400 bits per second should 
generally not have as high a utilization as a line 
that is running at 56,000 bits per second. 

The effect of line utilization (LU) on line 
queueing delays can be quickly approximated by 
the following formula: 

I 

(1-LU) 

This formula calculates a value that, when 
multiplied by the average service time, gives a 
quick approximation of the average time to 
service a transaction. This estimate includes the 
average queueing delay before the transaction is 
serviced. 

For example, a line utilization of75% results in 
a multiplier of 4. This means that the total time 
(message service time plus queueing delay) is 
~qua! ~o- fo~r times the service time. Similarly, for 
hne ut1hzat1ons of 40% and 85%, the multipliers 
are 1.67 and 6.67, respectively. Figure 9 presents a 
graph illustrating the calculated values of this 
multiplier for line utilizations up to 95%. 

For very high-capacity point-to-point lines, 
high line utilizations may be possible without 
adversely affecting response times or intersystem 
~elays. 0~ ~he ?ther hand, restricting low-speed 
Imes to ut1hzat1ons that do not exceed 35% to 40% 
1:1ay be necessary to achieve satisfactory response 
times. 

The network designer must also consider the 
effect of peak traffic flows. The queueing delay 
increases very rapidly after a line utilization of 
about 60% is reached, and this can have a disas
trous effect on the network if high line utilizations 
are encountered. 

Figure 9 
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For dial-up or switched lines, the design 
calculations essentially involve determining how 
many lines are needed to meet certain service 
considerations as well as determining response 
times. These considerations are usually stated in 
terms of what percentage of the time all circuits 
are busy such that a call connection cannot be 
completed. Typical percentages are 1% and 2%, 
depending on the type of circuit and the require
ments of the users of the line. 

The calculation involves determining the 
amount of time an average call occupies a circuit, 
then multiplying the time value by the number of 
calls in a "busy" hour. Depending on whether the 
call is retried, lost, or queued, the appropriate 
formula or method can then be used. 5 In most 
cases, this is done through the use of traffic 
engineering tables, developed to determine the 
number of circuits that are necessary to meet a 
specified grade of service. 

'Held. 1983. and Freeman, 1980. provide more details on the calculatio-;:;---
involved in designs with switched lines. 
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Figure 9. 

Effect of line utilization on 
message service time and 
queueing delays. 
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Figure 10 

Formula. 

ELS = ______ I_B_x_lC_x_(1_-_P_E_) ____ _ 

((TNB x (IC+ OC)) /LS+ TBS) x (1 - PE+ (BR x PE)) 

where 

ELS = effective line speed 
IB = number of information bits in a character 
IC = number of information characters in a block 
PE = probability of an error in a block 
TNB = total number of bits in a character 
OC = number of overhead characters in a block 
LS = line speed (bits per second) 
TBS = time between sending successive blocks 
BR = number of blocks that must be retransmitted if an error occurs 

TBS values: 
for full-duplex lines = 0 
for half-duplex lines= 2 x (PrpD +MD+ ACTT) 

where 

ACTT = acknowledgment characters transmission time 

The values for PE and BR are calculated separately: 

)
((OC + IC) x TNB) 

PE = 1-(1-ER 

where 

ER = error rate; typically, 0.00001 for analog and 0.000001 for digital lines 

BR = 
2 

+ (2 x PrpD) x LS+ CRM 

(OC+IC) 

where 

LS = line speed in characters per second 
CRM = number of characters in reject message 

Example. 

Values for this example: 
IB = 8 bits 
IC = 238 characters 
OC = 26 characters 
TNB = 8 bits 
LS = 9600 bps (1200 characters per second) 
TBS = 0 (full-duplex line) 
ER = 0.00001 
CRM = 6 characters 

1. Compute the value of BR: 

2 
+ (2 X .02) X 1200 + 6 = 

2
_
2 

238 + 26 

2. Round up the value 2.2 to 3, the next whole number. 

3. Compute the value of PE: 

1 - (1 - 0.00001) ((
26 

+ 
238

) X 
8

) = 0.0209 

4. Compute the value for ELS: 
8 x 238 x (1 - 0.0_2_0_9) ____ = 

8134 
bps 

((8 X (238 + 26)) / 9600) X (1 - 0.0209 + (3 X 0.0209)) 

Taking this value for ELS and assuming there are 7 million characters of data to be sent, the 
predicted time to transfer the data is as follows: 

Figure 10. 

7,000,000 X 8 

8134 bps 

Calculating an approxima
tion of the effective line 
speed. 

= 6885 seconds (1.9 hours) 

Transmission of Large Volumes of Data 
For batch or file transmissions, the concerns are 
generally how long it takes to transmit the data 
and whether or not this data can be transmitted in 
the specified "window" of time. For example, 
there may be the requirement for remote locations 
to transmit the day's activities after hours within a 
time period of six to eight hours. 

Determining the Appropriate Line Speed. For 
networks that expect to be transmitting large 
amounts of data, the designer must determine a 
line speed that can adequately transfer the data 
within the specified time period. An approxima
tion of the effective line speed can be calculated 
by using the formula developed by Zielke;6 see 
Figure 10. 

The calculation presented in Figure 10 as
sumes that the line is being used exclusively by 
the batch or file transmission such that there is no 
queueing for the line. If the line is to be shared 
concurrent! y between this type of transmission 
and interactive transactions, it may be necessary 
to treat the file transmission as interactive for the 
purposes of line utilization analysis. That is: 

■ Take the number of hours in the projected file 
transmission window. 

■ Determine the number of blocks to be 
transmitted. 

■ Divide this value by the number of hours. 

The resulting value represents the hourly rate 
of message blocks that can used along with the 
interactive hourly rate. This calculation should 
give approximate line utilization for both, al
though in practice the file transmission may 
actually monopolize the line. 

Communication Line Error Rate. The designer 
must pay close attention to the error rate expected 
from the communications line. If the error rate is 
high and the blocks of data being sent are quite 
large, substantial amounts of retransmission time 
may occur on the lines. For example, if the error 
rate is 1 bit per 100,000 bits and the block size is 
greater than 100,000 bits, an error can be ex
pected to occur in every block on the average. In 
the extreme case, the file might never be success
fully transmitted because every retry would also 
have the same expectation of an error. 

'See References, which lists the course notes (Zielke. 1986) that discuss this 
formula. 
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As errors on communications lines tend to 
come in bursts, the situation is not generally that 
bad. Nonetheless, the designer must place impor
tance on considering the block size and the error 
rate when large amounts of data are expected to be 
transmitted. Reducing the block size or using a 
communication medium or protocol that results in 
a better error rate may be necessary. 

Packet Switching Delay 
Individual line delays in a packet-switched net
work, such as an EXPAND network, can be calcu
lated treating each line as a point-to-point line 
(described previously). Alternatively, the estimate 
of the average approximate delay for a complete 
message can be calculated using the formula de
scribed below. Each message is divided into one 
or more packets. 

MsgD = (PS) x (n + 1) + (MS-PS) 
LS 

where 

MsgD = message delay 
PS packet size 
n = the number of switches 
MS message size 
LS line speed 

An example of this formula is presented in 
Figure 11. This method assumes that all lines have 
the same speeds. Some additional time may be 
required if there are some slower lines. Processing 
delays incurred at the switches are not included. 
The example in Figure 11 also assumes no signifi
cant queueing delays on the lines. More precise 
methods for calculating this type of delay are also 
available. 7 

Communications Carriers 
Several potential communications carriers are 
available for use, depending upon the technology 
and the geographic area to be covered by the 
network. However, in some countries, the selec
tion of dial-up and private lines may be limited to 
the government-run telephone companies. Other 
choices may exist if the group decides to use a 
public packet data network. 

'See Kleinrock, 1976. and Tanenbaum, I 981. 

'LAT As arc geographical areas defined as a result of the divestiture and 
restructuring of AT&T and the Bell operating companies. The Bell operating 
companies and local independent telephone companies offer regulated 
telecommunications services within LATAs (intra-LATA), while AT&T and 
other long-distance carriers offer services between LATAs (inter-LATA). 

Figure 11 

Values for this example: 

PS = 238 characters ( 1 904 bits) 
n = 5 
MS = 1552 characters (12,416 bits) 
LS = 9600bps 

1904 x (5 + 1) + (12,416-1904) = 
2

_
285 

seconds 

9600 

The divestiture of American Telephone & 
Telegraph and the consequent restructuring of 
communications line tariffs has made the pricing 
of large networks in the United States more 
complicated than it was prior to the divestiture. 
Now the network designer must be aware of many 
more tariffs if costs are to be kept at a minimum. 

The tariff structure may also affect the network 
design. Connecting the components in ways that 
take advantage of the tariff pricing may be more 
cost-effective. For example, in the United States, 
the distinction between inter-LATA (Local Access 
and Transport Area) and intra-LATA pricing may 
make it cost-effective to try to connect as much as 
possible within the geographical boundaries of a 
LATA and reduce the number of inter-LATA con
nections.8 The pricing structures in other countries 
might also have similar implications for network 
designs; an example might be the concentration of 
the traffic lines within a country to reduce the net
work's number of international lines. 
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Estimating the average 
approximate delay for a 
complete message in a 
packet-switching network. 
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Methods and Tools 
The task of network design, if it is to be done 
properly, can involve considerable time and effort. 
The larger the network and number of locations, 
the more numerous the possible combinations 
become as the designer evaluates the many design 
alternatives. 

To help the designer evaluate the different 
design options, three general methods are 
available: 

■ Manual calculations. 

■ Computerized analysis and modeling. 

■ Computer simulation. 

Each of these methods has its benefits and 
attendant costs. The designer decides how accu
rate the prediction or analysis should be, then 
balances the design costs against the benefits of 

Selecting the right tool 
for the design analysis 

is essential. 

improved accuracy and 
precision. Selecting the 
tool that is most appro
priate for the design 
effort is very important. 
For example, computer 
network design pack

ages are available for both hierarchical and 
distributed network designs. While a designer can 
use a hierarchical design package to do much of 
the performance analysis of a distributed network, 
it is not usually possible for such a package to 
design the connections within the network. 

Manual Calculations 
Two general types of manual calculations can be 
used in the network design process. One type, 
performance analysis and prediction, uses statis
tics and queueing theory to determine line utiliza
tions, queueing delays, and response times. The 
other, network connectivity, focuses on determin
ing optimum connectivity within the network. 

Performance Analysis and Prediction. The 
performance analysis and prediction can be done 
using various queueing theory calculations and 
operations research methodology. Where 
switched lines are involved, the designer may 
need to calculate the number of circuits or ports 
to be used. This type of calculation tends to focus 
on the total use and availability of the circuit, and 
it is used to determine the number of circuits or 
ports needed to provide a specified grade of 
service. 

For file and batch transmissions, the focus may 
be on the effective data rate of the line and the 
amount of time it takes to transmit the data over 
the line. Often, there is a restricted window of 
time within which the data must be transmitted. 

Many of these calculations can be done by 
people who do not have extensive math back
grounds. A designer can use manual methods to 
calculate quick approximations of response 
times, queueing delays, service times, polling 
delays, packet delays, and effective line speed. 
The calculations described previously provide 
examples of the variety of manual calculations 
that can be done. These results will not be as 
precise and accurate as those achieved through 
the use of simulation or a more sophisticated 
analytical model, but they can give reasonable 
and useful approximations. 

Network Connectivity. The tasks involved in 
determining network connectivity are a little 
more difficult and time-consuming to do manu
ally. For example, if there are n locations in the 
network, there are n (n - 1)/2 potential lines be
cause each line can be present or absent, and the 
number of potential topologies is 2" (n- IJt2• 

-------
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To make this task more manageable, a num
ber of heuristic algorithms have been developed 
that can be used to produce nearly optimal net
works. The use of the algorithms speed up the 
design process by making some well-chosen 
approximations.9 

Doing a complete design by hand is theoreti
cally possible, but because of the many possible 
combinations, particularly with large networks, 
this is generally not a practical solution. If a design 
does present numerous alternatives or it requires 
the evaluation of various protocols, tariffs, and 
configurations, it is often better and more practical 
to use computer-based models. 

Computerized Analysis and Modeling 
Programs that offer computerized analysis and 
modeling are generally computerized versions 
of the queueing theory calculations and include 
algorithms that have been developed to expedite 
and simplify the design process. Several network 
design packages have been developed to help the 
designer quickly evaluate many alternatives, such 
as the variety of hardware, software, tariffs, 
protocols, and facilities related to many design 
possibilities, and to manage the complexity of the 
design process. 

Most of the available tools provide assistance in 
network topology design layout and connectivity 
as well as response-time analysis. In addition, many 
packages provide some or all of the following: 

■ Support for various tariffs. 

■ User-modifiable parameters. 

■ Various design run criteria. 

■ Network database, containing network charac
teristics and designs. 

■ Various reports that describe network topology. 

■ Detailed and summary design costs. 

■ Support for multiplexer, concentrator connec
tivity and siting, or both. 

■ Support for user-defined tariffs and protocols. 

-------------

'For a discussion of heuristic algorithms, see Tanenbaum, 1981: Kleinrock, 
1976: and Ellis, 1986. For a discussion of a number of techniques developed to 
analyze and predict performance, see Fernandez, 1988; Stem, 1985: Johnson, 
1985; Wood. 1985; and Shanna, 1988. 

"For a discussion of available network design packages, see Van Norman, 1988, 
and Green, 1986. 

There are limitations, however, in the use of 
these packages. They generally support tariffs for 
only a limited number of countries, many do not 
provide adequate support for the integration of 
voice and data, and several iterations are some
times necessary for more complex network 
designs. 10 

Most of these packages essentially only model 
the application messages and the link level 
protocols. Therefore, when modeling layered 
protocols such as EXPAND, OSI , and SNA, the 
designer must be aware of the additional line 
utilization possibly incurred by upper layer 
message overheads. In addition, if control mes
sages are being transmitted, significant, additional 
line utilization can result. 

----- - ----------·------------------------
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Many factors should be considered before 
selecting a computerized network design package. 
A brief list includes: 

■ Ease of use. 

■ Amount of training required to learn the 
package. 

■ Interactive or batch mode operation. 

■ The type of system required to run the package. 

■ Design models supported. 

■ Readability of output reports. 

■ Vendor maintenance and consulting support. 

The designer must also keep in mind that dif
ferent tools are required for different topologies. 
The hierarchical design problem is not quite the 
same as a distributed peer-to-peer packet switch 
network design. It may be possible to model parts 
of a peer-to-peer network with a program designed 
for hierarchical networks, or the reverse. However, 
the best approach is to use the appropriate tool for 
the job. 

Computer Simulation 
The designer uses this method to attempt a com
puter simulation of the events that take place in the 
network. The use of simulation provides for more 
accuracy and flexibility, but it requires detailed 
knowledge of the working of the system being 
modeled. The designer must supply very thorough 
details of the protocols, software, and processing 
events of the network for simulation to be an 
effective approach. 

Simulation can produce very accurate results 
in timing individual events, such as message 
transit time. Execution, though, can take many 
hours of processing time, especially if several 
alternatives are examined. Simulations can over
come problems and inaccuracies caused by sim
plified assumptions that can occur in the use of 
analytic models. However, the cost in resources
computer time and time taken to gather and spe
cify the required data--can be quite significant. 

Nonetheless, some problems cannot be effec
tively solved without the use of simulation. These 
include problems where the assumptions neces
sary to use queueing theory do not hold or where 
more precise results are needed. 

Some commercially produced packages and 
simulation languages are available that can be 
used to simulate networks. These programs are 
generally limited to the analysis of existing 
designs rather than the creation of new designs. 
Some are packages that provide relatively easy 
methods to analyze a proposed network design; 
others are simulation languages that can be used 
to define simulation models. Because of the high 
cost in terms of computer and human resources to 
run extensive simulations, the designer must ex
amine the trade-offs between the accuracy needed 
and the cost of the simulation run. 

Documenting the Final 
Network Design 
Once the final design has been selected, the results 
of the network planning and design should be well 
documented. Such a report should be a complete 
statement describing the network and its compo
nents. This should present a detailed description 
and diagram of the network as well as a narrative 
of the network functions, which include: 

■ The number and types of lines. 

■ The placement of concentrators. 

■ The number of terminals required. 

■ The number of points on multipoint lines. 

■ The number of dial-up lines or computer ports. 
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Cost, performance, and reliability capabilities 
should all be detailed, and special interface re
quirements or areas that provide potential risk to 
the network should be explained thoroughly. Plans 
for the monitoring and control of the network 
should also be included. Finally, any assumptions 
that were made during the design process should 
be recorded. 

Conclusion 
Data networks in most companies today are inte
gral parts of the functioning of the organization. 
A bad network design can have serious, detrimen
tal effects on the operation and profitability of the 
organization. Conversely, a well-designed network 
can facilitate the functioning of an organization 
and provide many benefits such as increased pro
ductivity and timely access to information. The 
significant advantages of a well-designed data 
network underscore the need for careful and effec
tive network designs that meet the current and 
future needs of network users. 

Many considerations are involved in the net
work design process. Because the potential config
urations and alternatives for designing networks 
can be so numerous, successful network designers 
must carefully evaluate the various alternatives 
based on cost, performance, and reliability. Some 
calculations have been presented that can be used 
to provide quick approximations by hand, if 
desired; however, these calculations only provide 
reasonable approximations. If more precision is 
required, the use of more sophisticated formulas or 
perhaps a computerized network design package is 
recommended. 
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NonStop SQL: 
The Single Database Solution 

andem conducted a series of 
performance evaluation bench
mark tests for the California 
Department of Motor Vehicles 
(DMV) in November 1988. 
NonStop® VLX'" systems using 
NonStop SQL1 demonstrated 

high-performance online transaction processing 
(OLTP) and batch processing on a database of 
nearly 60 Gbytes. 

The DMV benchmark utilized the database 
management system (DBMS) capabilities of the 
Tandem® NonStop SQL product, as well as the 
high availability, fault tolerance, and linear expand
ability of Tandem VLX hardware. The Tandem 
hardware and the DBMS architecture showed the 
performance, availability, and ease-of-use charac
teristics required by the complex processing envi
ronment of the California DMV. 

This article describes the performance aspects 
of the DMV benchmark-the configuration ap
proach, the application, system tuning, and the 
required tests. 

Reviewing Database Management 
Needs of the DMV 
The California Department of Motor Vehicles 
is the largest U.S. motor vehicles department.2 

The DMV maintains information on more than 
30 million vehicles and over 20 million driver's 
licenses, making it the state's largest database on 
California residents. This data must be available to 
law enforcement officials at all times throughout 
the state. For example, a change made in Los 
Angeles, California, must be available to law 
enforcement officials hundreds of miles away in 
San Francisco. 

The DMV currently operates a highly custo
mized data processing environment. Although 
this system is effective for current needs, 
increasing demands anticipated for the system 
required the DMV to reexamine the management 
of its very large database. Therefore, the DMV, 
with the help of a nationwide management 
consulting firm, developed a data processing 
approach for the next ten years. When imple
mented, this approach will take the DMV from 
an IBM-based MYS AssemblerNSAM environ
ment to a COBOL/relational database management 
system environment. The new system is designed 
to eventually handle the Vehicle Registration and 
Driver Licensing functions. 

'This benchmark used NonStop SQL, release I. 

'See Shared Lol(ic, Autumn 1988. 
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The Operational Assessment 
The OMV evaluated potential vendors against a 
common set of technical, business, and cost con
siderations in what they termed an operational 
assessment. 3 The technical considerations 
included: 

■ Continuous availability. 

■ Performance. 

■ Operational ease-of-use. 
■ Application development. 
■ Infrastructure software. 
■ Future OMV requirements. 

■ Training. 

■ Connectivity. 

The OMV assessed the first three areas-con
tinuous availability, performance, and operational 
ease-of-use--<luring a hands-on benchmark of the 
proposed system. Tandem addressed the remaining 
criteria through a written response. 

To demonstrate availability and performance, 
the benchmark used a realistic representation of 
the key OMV processing workloads. The bench
mark tested each vendor's ability to complete these 
tasks: 

■ Implement a very large database (60 Gbytes). 

■ Process complex online transactions and batch 
jobs while maintaining 30 transactions per second 
(tps) at a 1.5-second response time at the 95th 
percentile. 

■ Operate 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. 

■ Demonstrate central processing unit (CPU), disk, 
and controller failure without significant interrup
tion of system availability. 

■ Perform anticipated system maintenance (such 
as reorganizing database indexes and tables and 
adding partitions) with minimum impact to system 
availability. 

·~Sec Dataha.\·c Dl'\·elopment Pn~ject--DBMS Operational Assessment, 
referenced at conclusion of article, for more information. Copies may be 
obtained from the California OMV. 

The OMV evaluated the operational ease-of-use 
criteria during the planning and execution of the 
benchmark. Because the OMV specified a hands-on 
demonstration of the system, OMV personnel 
participated actively in every aspect of the bench
mark by assuming the various roles of application 
programmer, database administrator, systems 
programmer, and operator throughout the entire 
benchmark. OMV personnel worked closely with 
individuals from several groups within Tandem. 
These individuals represented the Western Region, 
the Customer Support Organization, and Software 
Development. 

Normally, benchmark setup, execution, and 
measurement are the responsibility of Tandem 
personnel. In this case, the hands-on OMV specifi
cation made it necessary to provide a more sophis
ticated and automated environment. Thus, during 
the benchmark testing, TACL'" (Tandem Advanced 
Command Language) macros automated the exe
cution, measurement, and monitoring functions. 
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Table 1. 
Profile of initial vehicle regi~tration database. _ 

SOL table Row count Row length Gbytes Columns 

ACTIVITY* 0 3.860 0.0 

0.0 

3 

21 

10 

8 

20 

8 

75 

-------

ANI* 0 94 

CITATION 

CROSSREF 

LESSEE 

OWNER 

PENDING 

9,185,323 

30,512,381 

886,146 

19,688,314 

2,270,660 

PWO 236,124 
- -- ------

RECCOND 28,700,889 
------

RESTRAIN 560,034 

ROLOHIST 22,956,073 
-- ---- --------
STOPPROC 13,248,455 

---

SUSRDFHO 2,270,660 

TRANHIST 

TRANOT 

VEHICLE 

Indexes 

Total 

80,675,951 

7,581,564 
---

50,000,000 
---

67 0.62 
- -

39 1.19 

218 

163 

616 

56 

105 

85 

221 

115 

197 

60 

113 

602 

0.19 

3.21 

1.40 

0.01 11 

3.01 21 

0.05 9 

5.07 20 

1.52 23 
----

0.45 46 

4.84 12 

0.86 10 

30.10 71 

6 24 

58.52 

*This shows the initial state of the database. Both the ANI and the 
ACTIVITY tables were empty at the start of the benchmark, but as 
logging tables they were added to during the various tests. 

The Database 
To conduct the benchmark, the OMV supplied a 
realistic representation of their actual production 
database. This benchmark database differed from 
the actual database in that it contained only 
program-generated data; however, the sizes of 
the two databases were the same. 

The benchmark database consisted of 16 SQL 
tables for a total of nearly 60 Gbytes. (See Table 1.) 
An additional 10 Gbytes of files required for sys
tem operation (such as GUARDIAN® 90 operating 
system program files, Transaction Monitoring 
Facility (TMF'M)4 audit trails, and spooler files) 
brought the total database size to 70 Gbytes. 

The largest table in the database, VEHICLE, 
contained 50 million rows (30.1 Gbytes ). In con
trast, a previously run debit-credit banking bench
mark (also known as ETl) had four tables for a 
total of only 3 Gbytes.5 The largest table in that 
benchmark had 25 million rows (2.6 Gbytes). 

Database Partitioning Approach 
The size of the database tables dictated, to some 
extent, the partitioning strategy. The approach for 
partitioning these tables (across a reasonable 
minimum of disk volumes) allowed for each disk 
volume to have an approximate capacity of70%. 
Most tables had 14 partitions, though some had 
only 12. The largest table, VEHICLE, needed 56 
partitions because of its size. Where clustered 
inserts were anticipated, the tables were config
ured with empty partitions. 

All database tables were partitioned equally 
across the system. Though the smaller tables could 
fit on a single mirrored disk volume, partitioning 
all tables across several volumes prevented any 
occurrences of disk bottlenecks. 

"The TMF product provides a number of facilities to maintain data consistency 
amid concurrent transactions. TMF guarantees database integrity whether the 
transaction is distributed across network nodes or is local to a single node. 

'Sec Datamation, April 1985. 
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Database Load 
The OMV provided 326 tapes containing program
generated data to load the database tables. The 
parallel architecture of Tandem systems allowed all 
available tape drives to work concurrently on the 
load. Each drive loaded one partition of a table. 
With 12 tape drives operating, one 12-partition 
table could be loaded at a time. This substantially 
reduced the database load time. 

Tandem also used concurrent processing to 
create the database indexes by dividing the work
load among all available CPUs. The multiple 
processes each worked concurrently on a portion 
of the database; the index creation process was 
completed ten times faster than is possible by 
sequential processing methods. 

Hardware Configuration 
The benchmark system configuration consisted of 
two components: one driver system (\DRIVER) and 
a two-node target system (\DMVl and \DMV2). 
(See Figure 1.) Because this benchmark was 
designed to replicate the real-world situation of the 
OMV, the data communications facilities used for 
the benchmark represent the actual OMV produc
tion network environment. 

The actual DMV network involves a message 
switching system that accepts transactions from 
remote offices and routes them to the appropriate 
application. The communications protocol used by 
this message switching system is Systems Network 
Architecture (SNA). Therefore, for the benchmark, 
Tandem provided the Systems Network Architec
ture Communications Services (SNAX) product as 
the communications path between the driver and 
the target nodes. 

As specified by the DMV, 18 56-Kbit SNAX 
lines delivered the business transactions to the 
OLTP benchmark application. The system configu
ration provided two physical units (PUs) with 10 
logical units (LUs) for each SNAX line. This 
resulted in 20 LUs per SNAX line and 360 active 
sessions distributed across the system. 

Figure 1 

9 56-Kbyte 9 56-Kbyte 
SNAX lines SNAX lines 

17 
\DRIVER 

(8-CPU VLX) 

\DMV1 
(14-CPU VLX) 

\DMV2 
(14-CPU VLX) 

Driver System Configuration 
To represent 360 sessions, the configuration of 
\DRIVER incorporated a separate eight-CPU VLX 
system. A single tape drive and eight XLS'" disk 
dtives supported the driver system. The driver 
system delivered transactions to the two-node 
target system. Transaction driver processes ( one 
per PU) read transaction script files provided by 
the DMV. The SNAX product, using modem elimi
nators to connect the communications lines, deliv
ered transactions at a constant rate. The driver 
system also stored the detailed transaction logs 
that contained the response-time information. 

-------

Figure 1. 

Benchmark configuration 
schematic. The database 
consists of 27 XL80 disk 
cabinets ( 8 XL8 disk drives 
per cabinet) for a total 
capacity of JOO Gbytes 
(mirrored). 
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Table 2. 

Driver and target node configuration summary. 

Processors 

Driver 

8VLX 

Storage 

8XL8 

Memory Tape drives 

8 Mbytes 
- --- ----- -- --- --- --- -- --

Target nodes (\DMV1 and \DMV2) 
-------------------- -- --

14 VLX 13.5 XL80 CPU0-7: 96 Mbytes 6 
CPU8-11: 48 Mbytes 
CPU12-13: 8 Mbytes 

Table 3. 

Software components of each target node. 

System processes 

CPU0-7 
GUARDIAN 90XF 
NonStopSQL 
SNAX/HLS 

CPUS--13 

Target System Configuration 

Application 

Batch 

OLTP 

The target system configuration consisted of two 
14-CPU VLX nodes, each with 13.5 fully config
ured XL80'" disk cabinets for a total of more than 
100 Gbytes of mirrored data capacity (200 Gbytes 
of unmirrored data capacity). Because the actual 
benchmark requirements were not avaifable when 
the target system was configured, system designers 
decided to connect all the various peripheral 
hardware components to the first eight CPUs in 
each node. 

---- - - -- ---- -

44 T A N D E M S Y S T E M S 

Restricting peripherals to certain CPUs, rather 
than balancing the hardware across every 
available CPU in a system, worked in this case 
because the disk access rate per disk volume was 
low. Because Tandem systems allow incremental 
system growth, CPUs could be added if needed 
without reconfiguring the entire system. 

Memory configuration for both nodes of the 
target system is shown in Table 2. Each node had 
approximately 1 Gbyte of random-access memory 
(RAM) distributed across 14 CPUs. Disk cache 
was fully configured for each mirrored disk, 
allowing most table index pages to be kept in 
memory. This minimized the number of physical 
disk accesses per transaction and improved 
performance. 

Software Configuration of the 
Benchmark System 
All of the online application software was config
ured to run in CPUs 8-13 of each target node. (See 
Table 3.) Because batch processes are 1/0 inten
sive and tend to monopolize system resources, the 
configuration directed the batch programs to be 
run in the first eight CPUs, in addition to the 
system processes. This created a throttling mecha
nism, which lowered the priority of the batch 
processes and supported a more balanced envi
ronment for both batch and OLTP processes. 
Positive test results indicate this approach is an 
effective one for NonStop SQL batch processing. 

This software configuration was possible 
because the memory and CPU requirements of the 
OLTP benchmark application balanced roughly 
with those of the large number of disk processes 
in the first eight CPUs. This configuration made 
the OLTP application's CPU requirement per 
transaction easily derivable from gross system 
measurements, simplifying performance sizing. 
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Benchmark Application 
The benchmark application, designed to test both 
OLTP and batch processing performance, con
sisted of five online transactions and three batch 
jobs. The online transactions included: 

■ C50. 

■ C55. 

■ R60. 

■ R61. 

■ SNT. 

The three batch jobs consisted of: 

■ Law Search. 

■ POT Renewal. 

■ ITT. 

The DMV chose to benchmark these particular 
OLTP transactions and batch jobs because they 
represent key parts of the Vehicle Registration 
system. While OLTP and batch processing do not 
regularly occur simultaneously in the present 
environment of the DMV, this may become a 
requirement in the future. This benchmark tested 
the feasibility of this potential requirement by 
specifying concurrent batch and OLTP processing. 

The benchmark application was written by a 
group of individuals from DMV; Tandem; a 
consulting firm; and Expressway, a third-party 
software vendor. The group used a development 
tool called Expression. 

OLTP Components 
The OLTP components running the benchmark 
application included driver processes, SNAX High 
Level Support (SNAX/HLS), and requesters and 
servers of the PATHWAY transaction processing 
system. 

Processes residing on the driver system deliv
ered the OLTP transactions to the two target nodes. 
(These processes, written by Tandem, were not 
considered part of the DMV application.) These 
driver processes simulated the DMV message 
switching system that routes transactions from 
remote devices to an application system. 

Each driver process reads a transaction from 
a script file, time stamps it, and writes it to a 
SNAX/HLS process running on the target system. 
Using a constant delivery rate algorithm, it then 
does the same for the next transaction. Each 
returning response is time stamped, matched with 
its original transaction, and written to a table in 
memory. This information is later written to one 
of several log files on the driver system disks. 
These log files recorded response times and, 
during the validation procedures, provided the 
data for certifying the correct operation of the 
benchmark application. 

On the two target nodes, the OLTP transactions 
were processed by PATHWAY using Intelligent 
Device Support (IDS) requesters and COBOL85 
servers. The IDS requesters accepted each trans
action and routed it based on a transaction code 
in each message. The IDS requesters also pro
vided the SNAX protocol management through 
SNAX/HLS. Requesters initiated and terminated 
a TMF transaction and logged errors to a logging 
server for three of the OLTP transactions (C50, C55, 
and SNT). The two read-only OLTP transactions 
(R60 and R61) did not invoke TMF. 

-·-·-·---------~-------·-----------
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0 LTP Transactions 
The C50, C55, R60, R6 l, and SNT OLTP transac
tions used in this benchmark represent 71 % of the 
volume of online transactions in the current DMV 
system. As such, these five transactions perform 
significant business functions and access many 
of the database tables. Each OLTP transaction is 
processed by one server class. Table 4 summarizes 
the SQL statements used by each server class. 
Except for a join between the VEHICLE and PWO 
tables in R60, R61, C50, and C55, all the SQL 
statements in all the servers act upon a single 
table. 

CSO and CSS. CSO is a vehicle inquiry/update 
transaction based on license number. It is used to 
retrieve information about a vehicle and to set a 
flag in the VEHICLE table. The flag indicates that 
further updates will be done to this vehicle at a 
later time. C55 is used to add information about a 
vehicle under certain conditions. 

R60 and R61. R60 and R61 are virtually identical 
and are the most common transactions. They 
retrieve information about a vehicle using either 
the vehicle license number or the vehicle identifi
cation number. The vehicle license number is part 
of the primary key and is used by all the server 
classes to access the VEHICLE table. The vehicle 
identification number is a unique alternate index 
for the VEHICLE table and is only used by R60 
and R61. 

Table 4. 
OL TP transactions. 

Transactions 
SOL tables cso 
ACTIVITY 

CITATION F 

CROSSREF 

LESSEE F 

OWNER s 
PENDING s 
PWO s 
--

RECCOND F 

ROLOHIST 

STOPPROC F 

SUSRDFHO s 
TRANHI F 

TRANOT 

VEHICLE s,u 
# tps out of 30: 9 

SOL statement legend: 
I = INSERT 
F = FETCH, Oto many rows 
D = DELETE 
S = SELECT, 0 or 1 row 
U = UPDATE 

css 

D,I 

D,I 

s 
D,I 

F,l,D 

S,l,D 

S,U,I 

2 

--·----

R60 R61 SNT 

F F 

F,I 

F F 

s s s 
-----

s s 
s s 
F F 

F F 

F F F 

s s 
F F 

s s 
S,F S,F S,U 

3 14 2 

The R60 and R61 transactions are inquiry only, 
except in the rare case when an exception condi
tion is recorded in the ACTIVITY table. Because 
writing to the ACTIVITY table (an audited table) 
is infrequent, the requester does not begin or end 
TMF transactions for the R60 and R6 l server 
classes. These servers have begin and end logic in 
place only for the ACTIVITY table. This reduces 
the number of TMF transactions and improves 
performance. 

SNT. The last transaction type, called SNT, adds or 
updates a vehicle's information when the vehicle 
is transferred. 

Batch Jobs 
In addition to the OLTP transactions, the bench
mark application includes three batch jobs: Law 
Search, POT Renewal, and ITT. Table 5 summa
rizes the SQL statements used by each of the batch 
jobs. 
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Table 5. 
Batch process profiles. 

Law 
SQLtables Search 

ACTIVITY 

ANI 

CITATION 

CROSSREF 

LESSEE F 
--·-~--

OWNER 

PENDING 

RECCOND F 

RESTRAIN 

ROLOHIST 

STOPPROC F 

SUSRDFHO s 
TRANHI 

TRANOT F 

VEHICLE F 

SOL statement legend: 
I = INSERT 
F = FETCH, 0 to many rows 
D = DELETE 
S = SELECT, 0 or 1 row 
U = UPDATE 

Selection Criteria: 
Law Search 

POT 
Renewal ITT 

F F,l,D 

F,I 

F F,l,D 

s I 

S,D 

F F,l,D 

s 
F,I 

F 

s 
F,I 

F D 

F S,U,I 

4 columns from the VEHICLE table (alternate index IVVEHYMM) 
1 column from the VEHICLE table (alternate index IVVEHCZC) 

POT Renewal 
1 column from the VEHICLE table (alternate index IVVEHEDT) 

Law Search. This first batch job, Law Search, 
is actually more like an online query; however, 
in the current DMV system it takes too long to be 
executed online. Five parameters describing a 
vehicle -make, model, year, type, and county 
code-are used to retrieve information about 
approximately 2000 vehicles. To collect the perti
nent information about each of the 2000 vehicles, 
six tables ( one of which is the VEHICLE table) 
must be read. Some of the information from these 
six tables is written to a file for later processing. 

Of the five vehicle parameters listed above, 
four make up one alternate index (IVVEHYMM) to 
the VEHICLE table. The fifth parameter, county 
code, relates to a fifth VEHICLE table column that 
is part of another alternate index (IVVEHCZC) for 
the VEHICLE table. 

POT Renewal. The second batch job, POT (Poten
tial) Renewal, gathers information that is later 
used to create license plate renewal notices. POT 
Renewal processes all VEHICLE table rows that 
have an expiration date falling within a given 
seven-day span. 

A query-only job, POT Renewal uses a selection 
criteria that retrieves 1/52 of the VEHICLE table 
(approximately 962,000 rows). The selection cri
teria is based on an expiration date stored in each 
row of the VEHICLE table. This date falls within 
one year of the current date and is another alter
nate index for the VEHICLE table (IVVEHEDT). 
In addition to the VEHICLE table, up to six of the 
other tables may be queried to complete one 
license plate renewal. 

ITT. The last batch job, ITT (Input Transaction 
Tape), is composed of CIO transactions. (CIO is 
the name of another DMV transaction currently in 
use.) Cl0 transactions are similar in nature to C55 
OLTP transactions, but instead of being processed 
online, the CIO transactions are captured and 
stored. CIO transactions are periodically copied to 
tape for later batch-mode processing, which is 
known as ITT. 

The CIO transaction portion of the ITT batch 
job, the most complex of all the benchmark 
transactions, may handle three different vehicle 
registration functions. The type of function 
performed ( add, transfer, or update) depends on 
the transaction data. In order to minimize TMF 
transaction commit processing, 150 transactions 
are handled as one TMF transaction. 
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Table 6. 
Benchmark pass/fail tests and results. 

Result OMV pass criteria 
Test1:0LTP 

30.45tps 30tps 

95% at 1.3 secs 95% at 1.5 secs 

98% at 1.5 secs 

Test 2: OLTP Ramp-up 

See Figure 2 30tps 

95% at 1.5 secs 

Test 3: OLTP Transitional 

29.79 tps 30tps 

95% at 1.65 secs 95% at 1 .5 secs 

Test 4: OLTP and Law Search 

30 .49 tps 30 tps 

98% at 1.5 secs 95% at 1.5 secs 

29 mins, 31 secs elapsed time 1 hr elapsed time 

Test 5: OLTP and POT Renewal 

30. 76 tps 30 tps 

95% at 1.5 secs 95% at 1 .5 secs 

8 hrs, 32 mins elapsed time 9 hrs elapsed time 

Test 6: OLTP and ITT 

30.52 tps 30 tps 

97% at 1.5 secs 95% at 1.5 secs 

4 hrs, 49 mins elapsed time 5 hrs elapsed time 

Batch Job Processing Approach 
Processing these three batch jobs relied on the 
Tandem architecture to allow splitting the single 
batch jobs into several concurrently running 
processes. Each batch process used start-up 
parameters to determine what part of the database 
it should act on. Parallel processing proved an 
important factor for both the OLTP and batch tests; 
a more detailed discussion is presented in the 
following section. 

Benchmark Tests and Results 
The benchmark consisted of these six perform
ance tests: 

■ Test 1: OLTP. 

■ Test 2: OLTP Ramp-up. 

■ Test 3: OLTP Transitional. 

■ Test 4: OLTP and Law Search. 

■ Test 5: OLTP and POT Renewal. 

■ Test 6: OLTP and ITT. 

The first three tests focused on meeting the 
OLTP criteria only. (The OLTP criteria involved 
running the five OLTP transactions for 30 tps with 
95% of the transactions completing within 1.5 
seconds.) The last three tests combined the OLTP 
criteria with the various batch job requirements. 
Because each benchmark test contained the OLTP 
criteria, this criteria was viewed as a baseline for 
all six tests. In order to pass any of the tests, the 
OLTP portion of each test must pass. 

To pass the combined OLTP and batch tests, 
Tests 4, 5, and 6 required that a balance between 
processing the five OLTP transactions and the 
particular batch job had to be achieved. OLTP 
performance could not be affected by the batch 
jobs, yet the batch jobs must be completed within 
specific times. 

Table 6 compares the benchmark results with 
the DMV requirements. The DMV viewed these 
six tests as pass/fail; all criteria must be met in 
order to pass a test. 

Test 1: OLTP 
This test required running the five OLTP transac
tions (C50, C55, R60, R61, and SNT) at 30 tps for 
30 minutes. Ninety-five percent of these transac
tions must complete from and to a driver process, 
including SNA communications time, within 
1.5 seconds. The tps rate by transaction type is 
summarized below. 

■ C50: 9 tps. 

■ C55: 2 tps. 

■ R60: 3 tps. 

■ R61: 14 tps. 

■ SNT: 2 tps. 
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The results of this test exceeded the DMV re
quirements by passing at 30.45 tps, with 95% of 
the transactions completing in 1.3 seconds; 98% 
of the transactions completed in 1.5 seconds. To 
achieve these results, disk balancing was neces
sary. The goal was to move enough tables from the 
busy disks to other disks to balance the load. 
Smaller tables were chosen over larger tables in 
order to decrease the move time. At the same time, 
the block size of these tables was changed from 
4096 to 512 bytes. This reduced the data transfer 
time from disk to memory. 

Test 2: OLTP Ramp-up 
Test 2 required generation of a table of transaction 
response-time values starting at 30 tps, with 95% 
of these transactions completing in 1.5 seconds, 
and finishing at system saturation. 

This test used the same OLTP transactions as 
Test 1. However, the objective was to determine 
the number of transactions per second that could 
be achieved before system resources are used up. 
The test began at approximately 30 tps, with 95% 
completing in 1.5 seconds. The tps rate was then 
increased until saturation. Figure 2 shows the 
results of the OLTP Ramp-up test. 

Some additions to the system were made for 
the OLTP Ramp-up test. Two VLX CPUs with 
8 Mbytes of memory were added to each target 
node. Another 12 SNAX lines were added with 
24 driver processes. Terminal control processes 
(TCPs) and servers were added to handle the 
increased communication lines and driver pro
cesses. These additions (extra CPUs, memory, 
SNAX lines, TCPs, and servers) were used only 
for the OLTP Ramp-up test and were not used for 
any other test. 

Test 3: OLTPTransitional 
Test 3 required OLTP processing (Test 1 specifica
tions) with all inquiry transactions routed to the 
target nodes' architecture, while all update trans
actions were routed to the transitional architecture. 

Figure2 
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This test involved two different architectures: 
the proposed Tandem relational DBMS system and 
a transitional system. The objective of this test 
was to demonstrate a probable interim computing 
environment where only part of the applications 
have been converted to the new system. In this 
case, all inquiry transactions were processed on 
the Tandem system, while all update transactions 
were decomposed into calls required by the 
existing database. Since the database of record 
was NonStop SQL and resided on the Tandem 
system, this test demonstrated the ability to trans
late primitive database calls received from the 
existing architecture into NonStop SQL calls. 

Ramp-up test results. 
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While test results did not meet the DMV pass 
criteria, it was determined that this was due to the 
transitional architecture, not the Tandem architec
ture. The overall measured transaction rate was 
29.79 tps with 95% of the transactions completing 
in 1.65 seconds, below the required 30 tps. The 
Tandem results met the DMV criteria at 17 .14 tps 
with 1.5-second response time for 96.97% of all 
inquiry (the R60 and R61) transactions. The exist
ing architecture results, however, did not meet 
DMV criteria. This was due in part to the limited 
number of threads (18 SNAX lines) available to 
transmit transactions. Had more lines been al
lowed, performance could have been improved. 

Test 4: OLTP and Law Search 
In addition to meeting the requirements of the 
OLTP Test 1 (30 tps, 95% at 1.5 seconds), Test 4 
required one execution of the Law Search batch 
job within one hour. 

This test was demonstrated twice, showing 
that the DMV has a choice when running the Law 
Search job. One demonstration used only one 
Law Search process. The Law Search completed 
in 29 minutes and 31 seconds, well within the 
DMV I -hour requirement. The OLTP response 
time was reported at 30.49 tps, with 98% of the 
transactions completing in 1.5 seconds. In another 
demonstration, with eight parallel Law Search 
processes, the Law Search completed rapidly in 
7 minutes and 47 seconds. However, the OLTP 
response time fell to 30.49 tps, with 91 % of the 
transactions completing in 1.5 seconds. 

In an emergency situation, priority can be 
given to the Law Search, while under normal 
circumstances this batch job can be run more 
slowly and not impact OLTP response time. 

Test 5: OLTP and POT Renewal 
Test 5 combined the OLTP Test 1 requirements 
with completion of the POT Renewal batch job 
within 9 hours. 

The POT Renewal portion of this test ran in 
8 hours, 32 minutes, and 57 seconds. Because of 
the length of the test, two representative 30-minute 
periods were selected to report the OLTP transac
tion performance. During the first period, the 
OLTP transactions ran at 30.26 tps, with 95% 
completing in 1.5 seconds. During the second 
period, the tps rate was 30.76, with 95% of the 
transactions completing in 1.5 seconds. 

Successful completion of this test relied on 
allowing concurrent processing of 14 POT 
Renewal processes. Each process worked on 
1/14 of the VEHICLE table. By specifying to each 
process which day ( out of the seven possible) to 
handle and restricting it to one-half of the vehicle 
license numbers, all 14 processes could run at the 
same time, in different CPUs, without duplication 
of effort. 

Test 6: OLTPand ITT 
Test 6 required the OLTP test combined with the 
ITT batch job processing 60,000 CI 0 transactions 
to be completed within 5 hours. 

This test proved to be the most challenging to 
complete. The complexity of the CI0 transactions 
required additional system tuning and disk bal
ancing. To ensure a balanced system, partitions of 
several tables were moved to underutilized disks. 
During the move, the block size of one of the 
tables was changed from 512 bytes back to 
4096 bytes to decrease the number of index 
levels. 
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This test successfully completed in 4 hours and 
50 minutes, with 30.51 tps, 97% of those transac
tions completing in 1.5 seconds. Parallel process
ing capabilities were fundamental to meeting the 
stringent performance requirements of this test. 
Instead of dividing the script files evenly among 
the four ITT batch processes, script files were con
figured such that only one of the three C 10 func
tions appeared in a file. This way, each ITT batch 
process handled only one type of function; this 
made performance requirements more predictable. 

In addition, the four ITT batch processes paced 
the ClO transaction processing. Each ITT process 
was able to determine how many transactions it 
had to process and how long it had to complete 
them. It calculated the amount of time to delay 
between each transaction. This calculation was 
done after every transaction so the rate of process
ing could be adjusted based on other factors in the 
system. 

Measurement 
Several methods were used during each of the 
benchmark tests to monitor, capture, and verify 
performance information. The transaction driver 
software included a monitoring facility that 
collected transaction response times by driver 
process. A terminal displayed this information, 
which showed the response times for various 
percentiles, in histogram and tabular format. 

Another process collected system-wide tps rates 
(as opposed to tps rates from individual driver pro
cesses). Each driver process sent its tps rate to a 
collector process on the driver system. Output 
from the collector process assured the DMV that 
the correct tps rate was maintained by the driver 
processes throughout a test. 

OLTPTransactions 
For the OLTP transactions, the driver processes 
captured transaction response times, which were 
defined as the difference between the message 
SEND and RECEIVE times in the driver processes. 
This information was written to log files stored 
on the driver system. At the completion of a test, 
the log files were combined into one file. The 
ENFORM'" Query Language/Report Formatter was 
then used to produce the four reports, summarized 
below, that were required by the DMV to document 
test results. 

1. The first report documented average transaction 
response time by transaction type, both at the 
driver processes and at the server processes. 

2. The second report presented a chart of the 
number of transactions, by transaction, that 
finished within certain time frames. The time 
frames began at 1.4 seconds and were incre
mented by 0.2 second to a maximum of 
2.6 seconds. More importantly, this report also 
showed the tps rate and transaction response 
time by percentile for all transaction types 
combined. The DMV used these numbers to 
document the official results of each test. 

3. The third report showed the number of SQL 
transactions that could not be completed. 

4. The fourth report documented the minimum, 
maximum, and average length of transaction 
by transaction type. 
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Batch Job Processes 
The three batch job processes-Law Search, POT 
Renewal, and 11T -periodically wrote the number 
of processed transactions to log files. These log 
files were then read to determine the status of the 
job and its completion time. 

Performance Statistics Reporting 
During each test, the MEASURE'" System Per
formance Measurement Tool6 ran for approxi
mately 30 minutes. The information provided by 
MEASURE served two functions: to aid in the 
tuning effort and to verify that all the OLTP trans
actions were equally distributed between the two 
target nodes. MEASURE was also used to cross
check tps rate; one message to a server equates to 
one transaction, so the total of receive rate for all 
the server processes yields the total OLTP tps rate. 
In addition, VIEWSYS'" System Resource Moni
toring Utility7 ran during each test to provide 
online histograms; these provided an immediate, 
visual verification that the system was balanced. 

Validation 
In order to ensure the integrity of the benchmark, 
the DMV contracted with The Codd and Date 
Consulting Group8 to assist in the validation 
procedures. Codd and Date verified that: 

■ The inter-arrival rates were constant. 

■ The transactions and batch programs were 
properly implemented as specified by the DMV. 

■ The database records were properly loaded. 

■ A single copy of the database and the transac
tions were evenly distributed across both nodes. 

■ The response time was measured correctly. 

■ The batch programs' execution times were 
measured correctly. 

■ Transactions were protected by a dual recovery 
log. 

The DMV also contracted with a second con
sulting firm to aid in the definition and validation 
of the benchmark application and tests. The 
validation procedures addressed several aspects of 
the benchmark-the operations, the application, 
the driver program, the transactions, and the meas
urement. 

Prior to running any tests, members of the DMV 
group reviewed and documented configuration 
files and command scripts used during the tests. 
The consulting firm examined server and batch 
source code to ensure it matched DMV specifica
tions. Each server type was tested individually to 
verify that it returned the correct responses. The 
consulting firm also reviewed the source code for 
the driver program to ensure that response-time 
measurements were being recorded correctly. 

'The MEASURE product allows collection and examination of performance 
data for a range of hardware and software components. In a network environ
ment, MEASURE enables remote measurement and the examination of remote 
data collection files from a local system. 

7VIEWSYS is an interactive utility that allows monitoring of system resources 
while the system is running, making it especially useful as a system-balancing 
tool. VIEWSYS displays processor usage in terms of percentage used. 

'Founded by E.F. Codd, the originator of the relational model, and C.J. Date, 
a leading author and lecturer on relational technology, The Codd and Date 
Consulting Group is considered the ultimate source for relational product 
education, evaluation, and consulting. 
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The origin and completion of transactions were 
verified by changing a text field in randomly 
selected transactions. DMV and Codd and Date 
used a system utility program to change the field 
content to something recognizable, such as a 
phrase or an individual's name. The "marked" 
transactions were tracked throughout the test
during the test by querying the database and after 
the test by examining the driver system log files. 
Additionally, a transaction representing each 
transaction type was selected at random from the 
driver log files. The DMV used the transaction 
input to query the database and to compare the 
contents of the database with the response stored 
in the log file. 

Conclusion 
The realistic nature of the database, the data com
munications facilities, and the application soft
ware increased the complexity of all the activities 
normally associated with the execution of a 
benchmark. Nonetheless, Codd and Date verified 
that Tandem exceeded all the requirements speci
fied by the DMV in five of the six tests. 

There are several reasons for the success of this 
benchmark. NonStop SQL and the 28-processor 
VLX system delivered the performance and func
tionality required by the technical considerations 
of the DMV's operational assessment. On the 
DMV's very large database, the Tandem architec
ture proved effective in the areas of operability, 
availability, and performance. The 60-Gbyte 
database was loaded rapidly on concurrently 
running tape drives. The parallel architecture 
allowed a division of the database between pro
cessors in the system, increasing the availability 
of the data and enabling swift index rebuilding or 
data recovery, if necessary. The benchmark results 
for Tests 4, 5, and 6 demonstrated that system per
formance exceeded the requirements specified for 
the OLTP and the combined OLTP and batch job 
processing. Ultimately, the high performance of 
NonStop SQL was a major factor in determining 
that Tandem provides the best technical database 
management system solution for the DMV. 
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Optimizing Batch 
Performance 

atch processing performance 
on Tandem® systems has been 
enhanced with recent releases 
of the GUARDIAN® 90 operat
ing system and associated soft
ware products. Each successive 
version of GUARDIAN 90 has 

improved sequential processing techniques for 
disk access, memory usage, or file management. 
In addition, version C30 allows simultaneous file 
reorganization and online transaction application 
processing. Other enhancements allow batch 
applications to take advantage of the Tandem 
system's parallel architecture. 

This article is designed for the technical reader 
interested in improving batch performance and 
reducing overall system resource consumption. 
It describes enhancements that are automatically 
implemented by the software and those that a user 
can control programmatically. This article also 
discusses how user-written batch applications can 
be developed to achieve performance gains. 
Releases CIO, C20, and C30 of GUARDIAN 90 and 
corresponding releases of associated software 
products are covered. 

The information in this article provides 
guidelines for: 

■ More efficient use of idle system resources 
during off-peak hours. 

■ Reducing the amount of time to complete a 
batch application. 

■ Reducing the overall consumption of system 
resources by improving the efficiency of batch 
jobs. 

Improvements Available with 
Version ClO of GUARDIAN 90 
Releases of GUARDIAN 90 prior to version Cl O 
offered several enhancements to ENSCRIBE 
and NonStop® SQL that have improved the per
formance of batch processing. They include 
generic record locking, buffered writes, the 
PARALLEL option of FASTSORT (the Tandem 
batch sorting program), sequential block buffer
ing, compression of audit checkpoint records, 
unstructured buffer lengths, read-through locks, 
and unstructured cache bypass. 
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The ClO version of GUARDIAN 90 further 
improved batch processing performance by 
increasing the efficiency of inter-controlpoint 
flushing and cache management and by reducing 
block splitting and index accesses. Benefits that 
are only available to NonStop SQL with 
GUARDIAN 90, version ClO, include automatic 
virtual sequential block buffering, automatic large 
input/output (1/0), and asynchronous prefetch and 
postwrite. 

C0B0L85 Fast 1/0 
The COBOL85 runtime library automatically 
blocks and buffers accesses to the disk. This 
improves, by up to ten times, the throughput of 
programs using ENSCRIBE entry-sequenced files. 
Referred to as fast l/O, this process occurs auto
matically when the programmer specifies certain 
COBOL85 clauses such as RESERVE, no LINAGE, 
and ACCESS MODE SEQUENTIAL. 

The maximum size of a data transfer provided 
by fast 1/0 is 4 Kbytes. This facility also automati
cally transfers data using double-buffered no-wait 
1/0. This makes it faster, for example, than 4-Kbyte 
blocking mechanisms written by an application 
programmer in the standard synchronous (waited) 
manner. 

COBOL85 fast 1/0 is one of several 1/0 blocking 
schemes available to batch processing. Figure 1 
lists those described in this article and ranks them 
according to their typical effectiveness. 

Improved Inter-Controlpoint Flushing 
For effective transaction management, it is neces
sary to ensure that data updated in the disk cache 
is written to disk at regular intervals (usually 
every five minutes). A DP2 procedure called 
controlpoint flushing does this by writing to all 
the disk cache buffers that have been modified 
but have not yet written back to disk. The simulta
neous execution of batch processes, however, can 
increase the amount of controlpoint flushing. 

To reduce the amount of data written every five 
minutes, DP2 attempts inter-controlpoint flushing, 
or writing data during periods of low disk 1/0 be
tween the 5-minute controlpoints. DP2, version 
ClO, improves the process by sorting the buffers 
by their disk addresses and then issuing the write 
command using bulk 1/0 (up to 28 Kbytes of data 
per physical write) when possible. Sorting of disk 
addresses provides more efficient write opera
tions, improves overall throughput, and makes 
system response time more consistent for OLTP as 
well as for combined OLTP and batch processing. 

Figure 1 

Retain Cache at Close of File 
Prior to the ClO version when all application 
programs close a file, the cache information is 
no longer available. With the ClO version, the 
cache information remains available for a period 
of time. This gives successive applications that 
use the same file an opportunity to use the cache 
information without having to rebuild it from 
scratch. The use of cache is, therefore, more effi
cient and system resources are conserved. For 
example, batch jobs that close and then reopen 
the same files seconds later may still have cache 
information available to them and, as a result, can 
run faster. This improvement is completely auto
matic with GUARDIAN 90, version ClO. 

Bulk 1/0 
The GUARDIAN 90 bulk l/0 facility transfers 
28 Kbytes of data to and from disk with a single 
1/0. The use of bulk 1/0 can reduce total execution 
time by one-fourth over that used by applications 
with typical record-at-a-time routines. 

---·--------------------- ---
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Ranking of typical per
formance improvements 
for six buffering schemes. 
Use this table as a starting 
point to choose an 
appropriate method. 
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Figure 2. 

Logically sequential 
insertion of records into a 
banking database. 
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Figure 2 

Database 

Teller 001 Teller 002 Teller 003 Teller 004 

All application languages must call a 
GUARDIAN 90 file system procedure such as 
SETMODE 141, parameter 1, or send interprocess 
communications to FUP (File Utility Program) to 
provide bulk 1/0. The use of bulk 1/0 should be 
restricted to unstructured files. For structured files 
the application that generates the records can pass' 
those records directly to FUP so it can take advan
tage of bulk 1/0. FUP loads the file with only about 
one 1/0 every 28 Kbytes. Also, if FUP is in another 
CPU, these processes can occur in parallel. (Note 
that to reduce message traffic, the records should, 
if possible, be passed to FUP in blocks of records.) 

NonStop SQL automatically decides when and 
how to transfer data using bulk 1/0. Therefore, the 
decision to use bulk 1/0 is only important when 
using ENSCRIBE files. NonStop SQL automati
cally uses bulk 1/0 for writes to structured files. 

Reduced Block Splits for Sequential Inserts 
A change was made to DP2 file management 
that detects logically sequential insertions to files 
and changes the block-splitting algorithm so that 
fewer block splits occur. 1 Therefore, files can con
sume less physical disk space. This improvement 
lowers CPU and disk activity and reduces disk 
space requirements. 

As described in the following example, there 
are some situations, however, in which the auto
matic detection of logically sequential inserts 
does not occur quickly enough to be of assistance. 
Tandem provides a method to manage this 
situation. 

The example in Figure 2 shows the logically 
sequential insertion of records into a banking 
database. The database file depicted inserts 
records with a primary key of TELLER NUMBER 
and TIMESTAMP (such as 001880101120000 
where the teller is 001, the date is 880101, and the 
time is 12:00:00). The bank has just four tellers 
online, but their activities always result in logi
cally sequential additions to the file. 

Figure 3 shows the block splitting for this ex
ample. The first block of teller 001 data splits 
because the tenth record does not fit. Only half the 
records are carried into the new block. However, 
a few minutes later when the teller has completed 
enough transactions to also fill that block, it splits 
and carries half the data to the next block. This pro
cess continues for all insertions for all tellers and 
results in a file that is slightly more than half full. 

The DP2 file management system then analyzes 
the insertions. If five insertions are all logically 
sequential within a block, the next insertion results 
in a block split where no records are brought for
ward. Therefore, the next insertion begins filling 
an empty block, and the previous block has no 
empty spaces. Figure 4 illustrates the new process. 

There are two shortcomings with the improved 
approach. First, in a typical system, the teller does 
not make five entries into the file before another 
teller makes an entry into the file. Once an entry 
occurs that is not logically sequential to the 
previous one, the DP2 file system returns to the 
half-block-splitting algorithm. This may mean that 
the leave-full-and-start-new-block algorithm is 
never ( or rarely) activated. 
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Second, once the system moves on to a new 
block, it starts over at the half-block-splitting 
alg01ithm again. This further defeats the leave
full-and-start-new-block algorithm. Therefore, in 
situations where the data tends to consist of four to 
ten s,~quential inserts at a time, measurable reduc
tions in block splits can generally occur by en
abling SETMODE 91, parameter 3, to always use 
the leave-full-and-start-new-block method. 

The C30 version of GUARDIAN 90 eliminates 
the block boundary limitation of the leave-full
and-:;tart-new-block algorithm. Therefore, the 
block limitation no longer has any effect on which 
algorithm is used. However, if an application tends 
to mix writing to multiple tellers at a time, the 
SETMODE 91, parameter 3, may be used to call 
GUARDIAN 90 so that it permanently sets the 
bloc c splitting for that OPEN to leave-full-and
start-new-block. 

Note that whenever records are added to 
EOF (end of file), the leave-full-and-start-new
bloc K: method is always used regardless of the 
GUARDIAN 90 version or the SETMODE 
parameter. An overview of other block-split 
comiderations can be found in Glasstone, 1986. 

Reduced Index Access 
SET\10DE 91, parameter 3, also stops unnecessary 
tree walking (reading all the index levels to find 
the location of a record). This call ensures that 
when a record is added and is logically sequential 
to the previous record, unnecessary physical disk 
reads or cache accesses do not occur. 

If SETMODE 91, parameter 3, is enabled and a 
reccrd is accessed that is not logically sequential to 
the previous one, no error occurs. The system 
reccgnizes that the record it is about to insert must 
be preceded by a tree walk, and the tree walk then 
occurs automatically. 

Figure3 
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Block splitting occurs 
when records are 
sequentially added to a 
key-sequencedflle. This 
results in a slightly more 
than half-full file. 

2 full blocks 

Add 4 more 

Figure 4. 

Version CJO of 
GUARDIAN 90 improves 
block splitting for 
sequential inserts, which 
results in less disk 
consumption. 
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As compared to always tree walking, a slight 
amount of additional overhead is incurred when 
SETMODE 91, parameter 3, is in effect and a tree 
walk must occur. Therefore, do not enable the 
SETMODE if a tree walk is generally needed or 
a performance degradation could occur. 

The DP2 file management system also stops 
tree walking after the fifth insertion of a logically 
sequential record. This feature was part of 
GUARDIAN 90 prior to release CI O; however, it is 
possible that the insertion of logically sequential 
records may tend to be only three or four records 
instead of more than five at a time. Therefore, if 
the application program performs a SETMODE 91, 
parameter 3, index accessing can be more efficient. 

Generic Record Locking 
ENSCRIBE and NonStop SQL provide generic 
record locking for transactions that must lock 
many records per transaction. Applying generic 
locks can help system performance by reducing 
main memory usage, CPU consumption, and 
execution time. 

A generic lock can be applied to the leading 
portion of the primary key of any key-sequenced 

Generic locks enhance 
system pe,formance. 

file. As a result, the 
mam memory space 
consumed by locks is 
reduced, and more 
records can be locked 
at one time. Generic 

locks can be removed with less overhead per 
record than typical locks. In many situations, this 
can save a significant amount of system resources 
and time. 

There are, however, some limitations to the 
ENSCRIBE implementation of generic locking. 
For example, ENSCRIBE does not stop applica
tions that have access to unaudited files from 
adding records that are in the generic lock range. 
Therefore, although records that existed at the 
time the locks were applied cannot be accessed, 
another application can add records within the 
generic lock range. This typically causes prob
lems for the application that issued the generic 
lock. The control of this problem is left to the ap
plication designer. (Note that NonStop SQL does 
not have this limitation.) 

The only way to remove ENSCRIBE generic 
locks is to use the GUARDIAN 90 file system 
procedure call UNLOCKFILE. Therefore, to 
remove a generic lock, the programmer must 
remove all the locks, close the file, or if the file is 
audited, use END TRANSACTION. (This limita
tion does not exist with NonStop SQL.) 

Even with the limitations described above, 
generic locking is a powerful tool for improving 
the throughput of many applications. A generic 
lock range is established for NonStop SQL using 
the NonStop SQL DDL (Data Definition Lan
guage) statement and for EN SCRIBE either with 
FUP or programmatically within the application. 

Buffered Writes 
Buffering, or deferring writing records to disk 
until several records are accumulated, reduces the 
number of disk writes and usually improves 
performance. The default for buffered writes is 
OFF for unaudited files and ON for audited files. 
A buffered write updates disk cache in both the 
primary and backup CPUs if SYNCDEPTH is 
greater than zero and the file is unaudited. 

ENSCRIBE files can be opened as buffered or 
unbuffered (write through cache) files on an indi
vidual basis by using the SETMODE parameter. If 
the method used to recover a failed batch job is to 
restart, it may be advisable to use buffered writes 
for unaudited files. 
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FASTSORT Parallelism 
The FASTSORT PARALLEL option allows the user 
to call up to eight processors to work simultane
ously on portions of the file. This can reduce the 
elapsed time to sort the file by several times over 
using one processor. One of the parallel FASTSORT 
processors acts as a traffic manager for the others 
and, thus, should not participate in subsorting 
when a large number of processors are used. 

In some situations, FASTSORT performance 
can also be increased by specifying the MINTIME 
option. MINTIME instructs the processor to con
sume more main memory than the AUTOMATIC 
option (the default) specifies. Alternatively, the user 
can explicitly specify main memory consumption 
(Gray, 1986). 

Because the algorithm used by FASTSORT 
cannot be expected to always make the best 
decision for a particular environment, it may be 
worthwhile for the user to explicitly set memory 
consumption for long or often-used sorting runs. 
(Note that COBOL85 programs operating under 
GUARDIAN 90, version ClO, can directly call the 
FASTSORT PARALLEL option.) 

Sequential Block Buffering 
Sequential block buffering (SBB) is the procedure 
where requesting a read of a single record brings 
an entire block of data to the application process 
file segment. The record requested is then sent into 
application working storage, thereby reducing the 
number of disk reads and CPU overhead. Subse
quent reads then can be made from the block of 
records in the process file segment. These subse
quent reads occur faster than similar reads that 
might otherwise occur from DP2 cache or from 
disk. (Note that SBB for ENSCRIBE has no record
locking capability.) 

A common misconception is that the file must 
be OPEN EXCLUSIVE to use SBB on ENSCRIBE 
files. This is not the case. When the file is opened 
for shared access, other processes can update 
records in the block that was read in by the batch 
process. Therefore, if three records are in the 
block, any of those records could be changed on 
disk by another process before or after the initial 
block is read in by the batch process. If the appli
cation does not write to the data file being read 
with SBB, and if it is acceptable for the data to 
possibly be slightly out of date, these limitations 
may be manageable. 

-----a---

A file being read with SBB can be positioned 
and then read sequentially. Random reads and 
writes operate correctly, but the benefits of SBB 
do not apply to random accesses. 

Despite the limitations of SBB, the savings in 
read time are considerable; 100-byte records on a 
NonStop TXP'" system can be read more than 
twice as fast as those not using SBB (Welsh, 1984). 
Other analyses measured SBB to give a perfor
mance increase of a factor of three over the usual 
record-at-a-time interface (Tandem Database 
Group, 1987). 

In the case of reading in alternate-key order, 
SBB operates on the alternate-key file but not on 
the data file, which limits the benefits. (Refer to 
Mattran, 1986, for a detailed description of the use 
of SBB for ENSCRIBE files.) 

SBB is supported for COBOL85 entry
sequenced files using the RESERVE clause. (Refer 
to Tandem language reference manuals for other 
language calls.) 
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Compress Audit Checkpoint Records 
If auditing is used or if SYNCDEPTH is set to 1, 
invoking SETMODE 94 causes compression of 
checkpoint records and audit logs. Compression 
of the records, although consuming a slight 
amount of CPU time, can reduce I/Os and 1/0 
traffic on the audit trail and can reduce message 
system traffic, thus improving performance. (This 
process currently works only with ENSCRIBE.) 

Unstructured Buffer Length 
The cache buffer length is routinely set to 4 Kbytes 
when an unstructured file is read. However, if ran
dom reads of the unstructured file are occurring 
and the application tends to access much less than 
the 4 Kbytes in the buff er, shortening the buffer 
length may help performance of both the applica
tion and the overall system. 

Use SETMODE 93 to modify the buffer length. 
SETMODE 93 should only be used with unstruc
tured files. 

Parallel Hardware Writes 
If an application is performing writes to one 
mirrored volume that is connected to two control
lers, it is possible to transfer data to both halves of 
the mirrored disk in parallel. It is important, how
ever, that the system configuration is correct. There 
are fault-tolerant risks associated with this process 
that must be managed. 

Use SETMODE 57 to enable parallel hardware 
writes. For NonStop SQL, specify parallel hard
ware writes with CREATETABLE or ALTER. 

Read-Through Locks 
Batch processing applications can be unnecessar
ily constrained by other applications that place 
record locks against the file. If using EN SCRIBE, 
these jobs can ignore the locks and proceed with 
processing by issuing SETMODE 4. If using 
NonStop SQL, the batch applications can use the 
BROWSE access. 

Unstructured Cache Bypass 
Bypassing the cache can provide faster reads and 
writes if there is little value in having the data in 
the cache. Unstructured cache bypass appears to 
be beneficial when reading and writing starts and 
ends on block boundaries. 

Unstructured files can bypass the DP2 disk 
cache (under various limitations) by issuing 
SETMODE 91, parameter 1. This call, however, is 
not needed for bulk 1/0 because it automatically 
bypasses the cache. Although SQL sequential 
prefetch automatically bypasses cache, there is no 
command to instruct NonStop SQL to bypass 
cache for other operations. 

Nonstop SQL Virtual Sequential Block 
Buffering for Reads 
Using the disk process selection and projection, 
the ENSCRIBE concept of sequential block 
buffering was extended for NonStop SQL to 
virtual sequential block buffering (VSBB) blocks. 
In VSBB, data is returned through the disk
process read interface after projected fields have 
been extracted from key-range-satisfying records. 
The performance gains of VSBB are from the 
reduced message traffic that results from filtering 
data at its source so that only qualified fields are 
selected and only the projected data is returned to 
the requester (Borr, 1988). 

DP2 decides which records meet the specifica
tions of the read request and passes back to the 
application only those columns in the records 
meeting the requirements. VSBB performs best on 
files located on different CPUs from the main 
application process, partitioned files, and geo
graphically distributed files. VSBB has been 
shown in some situations to improve performance 
by a factor of three over SBB. SBB, in tum, has 
been shown to improve performance by a factor 
of three over record-at-a-time interfaces (Tandem 
Database Group, 1987). 
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Figure S 
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VSBB works only for SELECTS with release 
ClO of GUARDIAN 90. Additional improve
ments to VSBB are available in version C30 of 
GUARDIAN 90. 
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The examples in Figure 5 illustrate how DP2 
filters data through the VSBB mechanism. After 
DP2 performs both projection (selecting only 
requested fields) and filtering (returning only 
qualified records), the logical records move into 
the VSBB buffer and then to the application. 
Because projection and filtering are low-level DP2 
processes, there is a significant reduction in data 
traffic and an increase in performance. 

In Figure 5a, DP2 can read blocks 1 and 2 of a 
file and select records R2, RS, Rll, and R13. If only 
columns Cl and C3 are selected, the VSBB buffer 
looks similar to Figure 5b. 

Large 1/0 for Sequential Reads/Writes 
NonStop SQL detects when it is reading or writing 
in a sequential manner and during this time uses 
single transfers of seven blocks. Therefore, if the 
block size is 4 Kbytes, a total of up to 28 Kbytes is 
transferred into main memory with one 1/0. 

Asynchronous Prefetch for Sequential Reads 
NonStop SQL reads ahead of the application by 
using sequential pre/etch. Sequential prefetch 
issues bulk 1/0 during idle time (for example, 
asynchronously to the application process). 
Depending on system load conditions, sequential 
prefetch can provide the application with 100% 
disk cache retrieval rate. 

Prefetch is performed for the statements 
SELECT, UPDATE, and DELETE, which each 
specify a BEGIN-KEY and END-KEY. This func
tion is completely automatic. 

Block 2 (b) 

~ VSBB buffer 

C1 C2 C3 C4 

R2 

R5 

R11 

R13 

Asynchronous Post-Write for 
Sequential Writes 

j 

NonStop SQL can issue bulk writes asynchro
nously (in idle time) so that sequential cache 
blocks are written to disk after the related audit 
has been written. This saves DP2 from having to 
synchronously write old cache blocks one at a 
time to make way for new blocks coming in. 

Post-write is performed for the NonStop SQL 
UPDATE and DELETE statements. This function is 
completely automatic. 

Improvements Available with 
Version C20 of GUARDIAN 90 

The C20 version of GUARDIAN 90 increases the 
available cache and main memory. These memory 
enhancements improve network message traffic 
efficiency, optical disk performance, and overall 
system performance. 

EXPAND Efficiency Improvement 
Completely automatic with version C20, the 
EXPAND'" networking software reduces message 
traffic and speeds up delivery of messages in 
heavily loaded environments by including mes
sage acknowledgments in message packets that 
are already traveling in the same direction. This 
mechanism is especially important for batch jobs 
operating in a distributed environment, such as 
X.25 communications. 
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DP2 filters data through 
the VSBB mechanism. 
(a) Rows and columns qf 
data that meet selection 
criteria are read into the 
VSBB buffer. ( b) Condensed 
VSBB buffer consisting only 
of relevant information is 
sent to the application. 
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Optical Disk Cache 
To improve read access speeds, GUARDIAN 90, 
version C20, introduces a read-only cache for the 
optical disk process (ODP). The optical disk 
process is a fault-tolerant process pair that handles 
requests to an optical storage unit from PUP 
(Peripherals Utility Program), FUP, TMDS 
(Tandem Maintenance and Diagnostic System), 
and application programs. 

Optical Disk Sequential Read and Write 
New routines in the ODP improve most sequential 
disk accesses by fully supporting structured read 
access and by using the serial read and write 
features of the hardware. The SETMODE com
mand allows the application programs to take 
advantage of serial write, and the ODP automati
cally uses serial read. FUP DUP also takes full 
advantage of these serial read and write facilities. 
First available with an upgrade to the C 10 version 
of GUARDIAN 90, this improvement also results 
in faster backup and restore processing. 

Larger Maximum Cache Available 
In version C20, the maximum size of software 
cache has been increased from 6 Mbytes to 
56 Mbytes per disk volume. This increased cache 
improves throughput for various system configu
rations, especially random 1/0 operations. 

The additional main memory required is 
available using Tandem's VLM'" (Very Large 
Memory), which allows main memory in NonStop 
VLX'" CPUs to be expanded to 96 Mbytes. Tandem 
systems that use VLM and are already configured 
with large amounts of main memory may be able 
to specify caches larger than 6 Mbytes per disk 
without any additional main memory. 

In the event of a CPU failure, the cache must 
be reconstructed in the CPU that takes over the 
duties of the failed CPU. As a result, the larger the 
total disk cache becomes, the longer the recovery 
period if the CPU fails. 

Improvements Available with 
Version C30 of GUARDIAN 90 
GUARDIAN 90, version C30, offers online file 
reorganization, adding to the ability of Tandem 
systems to simultaneously run batch and OLTP. In 
addition, audited files can be reorganized while 
OLTP applications are running. 

Working in conjunction with version C30, 
Release 2 of NonStop SQL automatically executes 
SQL query statements in parallel to take advantage 
of multiple processors. This release also offers 
faster writes to disk, updates tables with multiple 
indexes more quickly, retrieves index information 
with fewer disk accesses, and has greater through
put with less system resource consumption 
because of optimizer2 enhancements. 

2The NonStop SQL optimizer automatically selects an efficient access plan for 
each database query. 
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Parallel Execution of SQL Statements 
NonStop SQL performs parallel execution3 within 
SQL query statements for such operations as table 
joins, SELECT AVG calculations, and batch tem
porary file manipulations. 

Use the CONTROL EXECUTORS PARALLEL 
EXECUTION ON statement to enable parallel 
execution. The default is CONTROL EXECUTORS 
PARALLEL EXECUTION OFF, which disables 
parallel execution. 

When parallel execution is invoked, all proces
sors in the node are used. This can be overridden if 
the SQL optimizer uses file partition4 boundaries 
( the number of partitions sets an upper limit on the 
number of processors that are used). Also, CMON 
can be used to restrict access to some CPUs. 

For example, a table entitled EMPLOYEE has 
six partitions, and the query 

SELECT AVG(SALARY) FROM 
EMPLOYEE 

asks for the average salary for all employees. 
NonStop SQL can start up six processes, one 

for each partition. Each of these "subprograms" 
reads records serially from its partition and com
putes the average salary for its partition. All six 
subprograms execute in parallel in different CPUs. 
When all the appropriate table rows (records) have 
been read by a subprogram, the summary informa
tion is sent to a "master" NonStop SQL process. 
After the master process has the averages from all 
six subprograms, it computes the average salary 
and delivers the results. 

In this example, a parallel implementation is 
approximately six times faster. Note that the par
titions could also be located on six different nodes, 
not just six different processors within a node. 

- - - - -------

3Parallel execution. in this case, refers to Nonstop SQL using multiple 
processors to read, filter, and write files. 

'A partition is a portion of a table or index that resides on a particular disk 
volume. SQL tables and indexes can be partitioned. 

-.------- -------------

Another example (see Figure 6) has two local 
tables. The first table, named CUSTOMER, has 
NAME as the primary key. The second table, 
named ACCOUNT, has NAMEACCOUNT_NO 
as the concatenated primary key. 

Consider the following query: 

SELECT* FROM CUSTOMER, ACCOUNT 

WHERE 

CUSTOMER.NAME= ACCOUNT.NAME 

AND 

ACCOUNT.BALANCE< 0 

If the CUSTOMER and ACCOUNT tables start 
with three partitions each, the optimizer can select 
three processors for use throughout the process. If, 
however, the tables are not partitioned and the 
optimizer chooses to extract temporary tables 
prior to joining them, parallelism may be auto
matically invoked using two CPUs to create the 
partitioned temporary files. 

Figure6 

CUSTOMER table 

ACCOUNT table 
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Example of two tables 
on which NonStop SQL 
Release 2 may automati
cally apply parallelism in 
the extract and join process. 
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These temporary files each may have three par
titions, and when the join occurs, three processors 
are used. Furthermore, writing of any permanent 
output file also occurs in parallel. This example 
applies to a single-case query as well as a batch 
application. 

Virtual Sequential Block Buffering for 
Reads and Writes 
Version C30 makes VSBB operational for write as 
well as read operations. In addition, the additional 
VSBB provides substantial peformance gains 
over VSBB for reads (supplied with version C20) 
because the number of disk I/Os and the CPU utili
zation due to message traffic is further reduced. 

VSBB is controlled by the CONTROL TABLE* 
SEQUENTIAL INSERT ENABLE/ON/OFF com
mands and is obeyed by NonStop SQL for INSERT 
and UPDATE ... WHERE CURRENT. Because the 
default is ENABLE, VSBB is automatic for C30-
compiled programs. 

Improved FASTSORT Data Passing 
Enhancements to GUARDIAN 90, version C30, 
improve the speed at which FASTSORT reads 
records from NonStop SQL sort input files. First, 

T Tersion C30 provides 
Vasynchronous and 
parallel update of alternate 
indexes. 

instead of 4-Kbyte 
transfers of data from 
disk to FASTSORT, 
28-Kbyte bulk 1/0 
transfers are used for 
general selection 
expressions. Secondly, 
instead of the 
NonStop SQL executor 

reading the information from disk and then 
passing the data to FASTSORT, FASTSORT is able 
to read the data directly from disk into its own 
buffers, thus reducing data traffic. Prior to version 
C30, files that are not already in SQL format are 
read directly by FASTSORT and with 28-Kbyte 
transfers. 

Parallel Index Maintenance 
GUARDIAN 90, version C30, significantly im
proves the performance of inserts and updates in 
NonStop SQL tables having multiple alternate 
indexes. Prior to version C30, a Nonstop SQL 
key-sequenced file added and updated rows to the 
indexes in a serial manner. For example, a table 
that had a primary key and three alternate keys 
would issue the update for the base table and wait 
for a response, then issue the update for the first 
alternate key and wait for a response, then con
tinue its updating for the second and third keys. 

With version C30, after SQL accomplishes the 
base table update, all alternate index update 
requests are issued asynchronously; the updates 
are issued in rapid succession without waiting for 
the completion of an update. The application 
pauses and waits for each update to occur. In 
addition, if the indexes are located on disks 
controlled by other CPUs, the CPU that controls 
the disk manages the processing of the updates. 
Therefore, the update of the alternate indexes is 
not only asynchronous but is also parallel. 

If a key-sequenced file has more than one 
alternate key, version C30 improves the elapsed 
time. This is especially apparent in situations 
where the indexes are created on different disks, 
and even more so if those disks are on different 
CPUs. 

Index-Only Retrievals 
Occasionally, a retrieval of SQL information 
involves columns of data that are described in an 
index, and the base table is not needed to satisfy 
the query. With the C30 release, if the base table 
row is not needed, SQL does not retrieve it, and 
therefore, performance improves. 

Online File Reorganization 
Any audited file may be reorganized online with 
GUARDIAN 90, version C30. Therefore, files may 
be reorganized simultaneously with OLTP, which 
can allow more batch processing to be performed 
within a given period of time. 
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Files using the GUARDIAN 90 operating system 
need infrequent reorganizing. For example, the 
space within a structured file that results from 
record deletion is automatically made available 
for use. Reorganization, however, is occasionally 
appropriate because empty or partially empty 
blocks can result from a large number of inserts, 
deletes, or updates. Also, data clustering can be 
improved and the number of index levels may be 
reduced by reorganizing. Because online file 
reorganization may make it desirable to reorganize 
files more often, the resulting cleaner file structure 
saves both disk space and time to access files. 

Online file reorganization provides a parameter, 
or throttling mechanism, that allows the reorgani
zation to occur at 1 % to 100% maximum possible 
speed. Therefore, to minimally impact OLTP appli
cations while reorganizing the file, a low speed can 
be specified for the online reorganization. 

The throttling mechanism is especially useful 
because the reorganization software works closely 
with DP2. The online file reorganization process 
sends only small l/0 commands to DP2. The reor
ganization process establishes the time of the 
request to DP2 and the time that DP2 satisfied 
the request. The difference in the times, known 
as the delta, is then calculated. 

If the user specified 100% throughput for the 
reorganization, no throttling occurs. If the user 
specifies 50%, the application waits for one delta 
and then sends the next request. Similarly, if 10% 
is specified, the reorganization process waits for 
ten deltas before sending the next request. (Note 
that this throttling mechanism easily adapts to 
changing system loads, which further adds to its 
effectiveness.) 

Online file reorganization uses a negligible 
amount of additional disk space within the file 
while reorganizing. This file space and any file 
space freed by the reorganization returns to the 
system upon completion. However, because audit 
records are created for each record reorganized, 
significant amounts of audit trail are consumed. 
(Only audited files may be reorganized online.) 

Optimizer Enhancements 
With NonStop SQL, Release 2, the optimizer 
allows both sides of a statement with the OR 
operand to use indexes of items. This improves 
execution time and reduces disk activity. 

In another enhancement, more control of 
optimizer decision making is possible with a 
command expressly designed to aid batch 
throughput. Issued within the application as a 
compile directive, the default setting is CONTROL 
QUERY SET INTERACTIVE ACCESS OFF ( or 
simply, INTERACTIVE OFF), which instructs 
the optimizer to utilize sequential reads in situ
ations when it is uncertain whether sequential or 
indexed reads are optimal. The CONTROL QUERY 
SET INTERACTIVE ACCESS ON ( or simply, 
INTERACTIVE ON) command indicates to 
NonStop SQL that when host variables are in use, 
the use of an indexed read may be more appropri
ate than a sequential read. 

The usual results of establishing INTERACTIVE 
ON are that the first records to be read return more 
quickly and that the last record to be read by the 
command arrives later than INTERACTIVE OFF. 
Also, the arrival rate of the records that are re
trieved by INTERACTIVE ON tends to be more 
regular. (Note, however, that it is likely that the 
INTERACTIVE ON command consumes more total 
system resources by the time the batch job finishes 
reading the tables.) 

There may be a few situations in which the 
optimizer could read a table sequentially and 
there is an unexpectedly small number of records 
to be returned. In these cases INTERACTIVE ON 
would be superior to using INTERACTIVE OFF. 
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Clustered Keys 
Clustered keys are an SQL database option that 
allows data to be geographically distributed based 
on a primary key that is not logically unique. Par
titioned databases are easier to access with parallel 
applications programs and the automated parallel
ism of NonStop SQL improves elapsed execution 
time. 

Clustered keys make it possible to establish a 
primary key that represents only the volume or 
system on which to geographically distribute table 
rows. This is true even if the primary key is not 
unique. 

Application Techniques 
There are several application development 
techniques that can be used in the GUARDIAN 90 
environment to speed sequential processing. 
Among them are process execution priority, batch 
scheduling, disk contention, partitioning, 
SPOOLER considerations, COBOL prereading, 
sequential 1/0, and parallelism. 

Process Execution Priority 
Generally, batch applications should run at a lower 
execution priority than the OLTP processing to 

minimize the impact 

1\ TetBatch-Plus software 
1 V structures the batch 

on OLTP applications. 
Batch jobs can also 
have different execu
tion priorities. For 
example, a batch job in environment. 
CPU 1 that is running at 
a low execution priority 

can be competing with a batch job also in CPU 1 
that is running at an even lower execution priority. 
The Tandem system services the higher priority 
job more quickly than the lower priority job. The 
difference in runtimes can be advantageous when 
the completion of one job is more critical than 
another. 

Automated Scheduling of Batch Jobs 
The NetBatch'"-Plus software product, intro
duced with GUARDIAN 90, version C20, 
structures the batch environment, manages the 
execution of batch jobs based on scheduling 
options and priorities, distributes the execution 
of jobs across different processors, and controls 
all processes and dependencies between jobs. 
Once the options are selected on the NetBatch
Plus screens, batch processing can take place 
without operator intervention. 

Job Selection Priority. NetBatch has a selection 
priority feature that allows specified jobs in the 
queue (waiting to execute) to have priorities 
within the queue. No matter how many other jobs 
are ready and waiting to start execution, if a new 
job has a higher SELECTION PRIORITY, it is 
submitted by NetBatch for execution. However, 
once the processing starts, the selection priority 
has no effect on the process execution priority. 
NetBatch can also create an extra queue to ensure 
that a job runs at a specified time (NetBatch User's 
Guide, 1989). 

Control Number of Simuftaneous Batch Jobs. 
NetBatch manages the number of simultaneous 
batch jobs in execution so that unwanted degrada
tion of interactive jobs or critical batch jobs is 
avoided. Such queue management helps prevent 
batch jobs, including reports and compiles, from 
impacting OLTP (Wakashige, 1988). 

Fast Recovery from Errors. Because of the 
Tandem system's fault-tolerant architecture, fewer 
failures due to malfunctioning hardware can be 
expected. However, as in any batch environment, 
unexpected errors in programming or unusual 
environmental factors (such as lack of disk space) 
can cause the failure of a job. As a result, a 
method of fast recovery is critical to the perfor
mance of batch processing. 

References to files within a job should be 
performed using the GUARDIAN 90 DEFINE 
statements. This makes it convenient to access 
different files and devices should the scheduled 
job fail and need to be restarted. Referencing files 
in this manner aids performance because restart
ing a failed job is faster and less prone to error 
than explicitly stating file names in the program. 
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CPU Selection. One method of providing parallel 
batch processing on Tandem systems is to run 
batch jobs simultaneously in multiple CPUs. 
Ideally, batch jobs are run on CPUs with other
wise low usage and low OLTP activities. A batch 
scheduler such as NetBatch-Plus can help prevent 
a CPU from running too many batch processes at 
once. 

TMF Use in Batch Jobs 
Batch jobs usually do not use Tandem Transaction 
Monitoring Facility (TMF'") for auditing. In the 
case of a failure, jobs that do not write to master 
files can usually be restarted from the beginning. 
Batch jobs that are good candidates for TMF, 
however, are those that write to master files, can
not afford to start over from the beginning, or are 
part of applications that require simultaneous 
OLTP and batch processing. 

Batch use of TMF is usually slightly different 
than for OLTP. Because TMF writes at least one 
audit record and one commit ( ensures action of 
request) record for each transaction, TMF can 
become a significant bottleneck for some batch 
programs. Furthermore, the advantages of buff
ered writes does not usually occur because of the 
fewer number of writes that make up a batch 
transaction. 

If possible, several logical transactions should 
be grouped into one TMF transaction. This allows 
efficient buffering of audit records and fewer 
commit records to go to disk. Many experienced 
batch designers write their programs so that 10 to 
l 00 logical transactions can occur between the 
TMF statements BEGIN TRANSACTION and END 
TRANSACTION. 

It is important to note that the disk process 
limits the number of records that can be locked at 
one time, and this number can be exceeded 
(Glasstone, 1986). Also, the more records locked 
at once, the more likely that an OLTP process 
encounters one of the batch jobs' locked records. 

LOCKFILE is a GUARDIAN 90 file system 
procedure that locks all records in a file. In 
controlled situations, it can be used to eliminate 
record-level locking to improve performance and 
reduce the risk of exceeding the maximum 
number of permitted record locks. 

Although the TMF AUDIT attribute can be 
turned off to increase performance in some 
instances, it is not recommended; there is a risk 
that TMF will not be turned back on. Considering 
the risks associated with performing unaudited 
updates on files, in most cases the relatively minor 
level of performance enhancement created by 
turning off TMF is not warranted. 

Refreshing End of File 
When the file label control called REFRESH is ON, 
the file label is written to disk every time the end
of-file (EOF) changes and may cause a consider
able slowing of the entire system. The REFRESH 
attribute should be OFF for most files (possible 
exceptions exist when the nature of the application 
requires that the disk directory always reflect the 
current value of EOF). A general rule for refresh
ing the EOF is: REFRESH should be set to OFF 
when recovery from the failure of a batch job 
requires deleting the file that was created and 
rerunning the batch job (Welsh, 1984). 
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Reduce Disk Contention 
If two or more files on the same volume are being 
accessed simultaneously, moving one or more 
files to different disk volumes can provide an im
mediate reduction in disk-search time. Exceptions 
to this rule include parallel processing or other 
methods that tend to make a CPU the most con
strained resource. In these cases, files may be read 
by a disk process in one CPU and then processed in 
another CPU. 

It is also possible to reduce disk swapfile5 

activity against specific disk volumes by spread
ing object files to several disks. When object file 
libraries exist only on a single volume, the system 
risks degrading production performance. 

Similarly, reduction in disk controller conten
tion should be considered. Moving the file to a 
controller that is not heavily used can add to the 
performance improvement. It is common to see at 
least a 15% improvement in performance by pay
ing special attention to contention issues. 

Large Block Sizes 
Larger block sizes for structured files usually aid 
performance for sequential access. Large block 
sizes reduce 1/0 operations. 

'A swapfile is a temporary holding place on disk that GUARDIAN 90 uses to 
store applications that would otherwise reside in main memory. GUARDIAN 90 
uses swapfiles to release main memory to other applications. 

Partitioning for Performance 
Heavily used files or large files can usually be 
partitioned to provide higher performance. Even 
if the file is not about to fill its current volume 
or if the file is a temporary one, partitioning can 
improve bottlenecks by spreading access across 
multiple disks. Note that if RESTORE or TMF 
ROLLFORWARD is required, only the partition 
that was damaged need be recovered (Welsh, 1984 ). 

Specify Temporary File Names in 
COBOL Programs 
By specifying a temporary unstructured file name 
rather than using #TEMP in the SELECT clause, 
the COBOL85 runtime library can be kept from 
creating the file on the default volume. Typically, 
the default volume has the greatest amount of disk 
contention on a Tandem system. 

SPOOLER 
Because the SPOOLER collector process can 
become a bottleneck for batch applications, be 
sure that enough collectors are running. Also, for 
batch jobs with large volume output, use a collec
tor that has a large UNIT definition to improve 
collector throughput (which will have some ex
pense in disk consumption). Use level 3 spooling 
for 2 to 15 times better throughput. 

Unstructured Files 
Use unstructured files when possible. For 
example, the replacement ofENSCRIBE entry
sequenced files with unstructured files (and the 
use of large I/Os) can provide many times faster 
throughput for reads and writes (Welsh, 1984). 

In COBOL, a BLOCK CONTAINS clause in the 
file definition statement improves read and write 
access by writing an entire block at once. 

Parallel Processing of Jobs 
Performance enhancement of batch processing 
is available by taking advantage of parallel pro
cessing. Two ways to use multiple processors 
with simple application changes are to eliminate 
intermediate files and to run each process in 
multiple CPUs. 
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Eliminate Intermediate Files. Typically, batch 
jobs extract data from a master file, sort the 
extracted data into a sort output file, and then run 
the sort output file through a program to produce 
output. (See Figure 7.) The interprocess parallel 
processing concepts, however, eliminate the need 
for the EXTRACT and SORT intermediate files. 
(See Figure 8.) 

The disk time necessary to read and write files 
is eliminated from this job run, and disk space is 
also conserved. The system manager, analyst, or 
operator does not have to be concerned with 
available intermediate work file space. (However, 
FASTSORT may still require scratch file space.) 

75 85 
Time (min) 

It is essential that the process that sends the data 
to FASTSORT do so in blocks that have a maximum 
size of 8 Kbytes. Sending the data a record at a time 
defeats some of the performance enhancement. In 
addition, the process that sends data to FASTSORT 
can send it more quickly with the use of double 
buffering. 
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Figure 7. 

Example of a traditional 
batch processing job flow. 

Figures. 

Possible.first step in 
applying parallelism to 
a batchjoh. 
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Figure 9. 

Possible second step in 
applying parallelism to a 
batch job. 
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Applying Parallelism within the Processes. 
Each process in the previous example can run 
in multiple CPUs. GUARDIAN 90 communicates 
with processes in other CPUs within the system 
(node) as easily as those within the same CPU. 
Therefore, in the previous example, the job 
could be run by using the PARALLEL option of 
FAS TSO RT as in Figure 9. 

The bottleneck of the slowest or longest 
running process can also be improved by addi
tional parallelism at the application level. For 
example, if the extract process was a bottleneck, 
and the input master file was partitioned, separate 
job programs could work on each partition and 
write the data to a common output process called 
a feeder. As shown in Figure 10, the feeder passes 
the records to FASTSORT and limits to one the 
number of processes feeding FASTSORT, which 
does not allow more than one process to pass it 
records. 

COBOL Prereading 
Prereading in COBOL85 refers to 1/0 being per
formed in a no-wait (asynchronous) manner on 
behalf of the application program. It occurs when 
the file is open for INPUT, and ACCESS MODE 
SEQUENTIAL is stated or implied. In addition, 
exclusion mode must be EXCLUSIVE for tape, 
terminal, or card reader and EXCLUSIVE or 
PROTECTED for disk. Prereading can signifi
cantly increase performance. 
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Consider Sequential Instead of Random 1/0 
Random 1/0 can consume several times more 
computer I/0, CPU, and clock time than an equiva
lent number of sequential I/Os. For example, a 
batch job that randomly reads one-fifth of the 
records in a file might be rewritten to sequentially 
read all the records and pass over the ones that are 
not needed. When this is possible, the change to 
sequential access can result in much faster access 
time. Whether performance is better reading a por
tion of the file randomly or all of the file sequen
tially varies from application to application. 

If the records are small, sequential reads may 
be up to 20 times faster than random ones. In 
addition, buffering methods such as bulk I/0 may 
further improve sequential access time. 

45 55 

Because the NonStop SQL optimizer decides 
whether to use sequential or keyed access, the 
recommendations above apply only to ENSCRIBE. 
However, it is possible to bias the decision of the 
optimizer by issuing the CONTROL QUERY SET 
INTERACTIVE ACCESS ON/OFF command. 
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Figure 10. 

Advanced parallelism 
applied to hatch job. 
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Conclusion 
The techniques described in this paper are 
intended to be used as a foundation for under
standing the elements of batch performance on 
Tandem systems. Starting with the methods 
described above, users can gain significant returns 
on investments in optimizing batch performance. 
At the same time, NonStop SQL has made signifi
cant advances in automatically optimizing batch 
performance. Table 1 can be used as a quick 
reference to the concepts described in this article. 
Readers can also view Table I as an overview, as it 
presents some of the advantages to be gained by 
moving to a higher version of GUARDIAN 90. 

Batch processing no longer requires single 
processor sequentiality. Tandem systems' parallel 
hardware architecture and the multiprocessor 
environment provided by GUARDIAN 90 deliver 
high-performance batch processing. 
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Table 1. 
Summary of batch performance mechanisms. (Tear along the perforation to remove table for quick reference.) 
---- --------·-----
Mechanism ENSCRIBE Nonstop SQL Comments 

Version C10 of GUARDIAN 90 
------------ ---- ·---- ·---- ---.. ---

Sequential block buffering Pre-C10 

Unstructured buffer length Pre-C10 

SBB performs no record locking and does not require OPEN 
EXCLUSIVE. Larger block sizes (for example, 4096 bytes) means 
fewer messages to and from DP2 and larger I/Os. 

---- ---·---·------
The default is 4 Kbytes. Use SETMODE 93 if an application is randomly 
reading an unstructured file and it needs less data. 

------------ -----------------
Unstructured cache bypass Pre-C10 

- --- ·---------------- ---
Bulkl/O Pre-C10 C10 

Un structured cache bypass can be used for reads and writes by 
issuing SETMODE 91, parameter 1. It allows unstructured files to 
bypass DP2 cache (under various limitations). This is not needed 
when using bulk 1/0. 

------------------ -

Bulk 1/0 refers to large, usually 28-Kbyte transfers of disk data. It is 
available to GUARDIAN 90 calls or to ENSCRIBE when using FUP. 
The necessary buffering occurs within FUP or the application. The use 
of bulk 1/0 is automatic within Nonstop SOL. (Note that version C30 of 
Nonstop SQL automatically supports 56-Kbyte bulk 1/0 for the 3107 
and newer controllers.) 

----------------------------------- ---·--------
Sequential updates Pre-C10 C10 When the modified block split described above is used, DP2 also 

forces "no tree walking," which can improve performance and system 
resource consumption. 

------------------------- ----·--- ---. ------- --

Generic record locking Pre-C10 

Buffered writes Pre-C10 

------·---

FASTSORT parallelism Pre-C10 

Compress audit checkpoint Pre-C10 

C10 

C10 

C10 

C10 

The SETMODE 123 command for ENSCRIBE files and the use of DDL 
for Nonstop SQL invoke generic record locking. It applies only to the 
leading portion of keys. Subsequently, issue UNLOCKFILE for 
ENSCRIBE files. 

Use GUARDIAN 90 SETMODE or use FUP to change the file 
label. TMF always uses buffered writes. Nonstop SOL DDL enables 
this for SOL. 

FASTSORT offers automated parallel execution. Parallel sort can be 
called by EN FORM and COBOL85 (as of versionC __ 1 O_:)_. __ _ 

If SYNCDEPTH is set to 1, it causes compression of checkpoint records 
record _____________ an_d_a_u_d_it_lo_g_._U_s_e_S_E_T_M_O_D_E_9_4 for ENSCRIBE_. _______ _ 

Parallel writes Pre-C10 C10 

Read-through locks Pre-C10 C10 

Parallel writes are only for mirrored disks with two controllers. Use 
SETMODE 57 for ENSCRIBE files or CREATE or ALTER commands 
for Nonstop SQL files. There are fault-tolerant risks associated with this 
procedure. However, the correct system configuration enhances 
throughput. 

Use SETMODE 4 for ENSCRIBE files or BROWSE for Nonstop SQL 
files to ignore locks. 

---------- ------------------- ---· 

COBOL85 fastl/O C10 

Modified block split C10 

lnter-controlpoint flushing C10 

C10 

C10 

This enhancement buffers COBOL85 accesses of ENSCRIBE entry
sequenced files by merely specifying clauses such as RESERVE and 
ACCESS MODE SEQUENTIAL, and by not issuing such clauses as 
LINAGE. Up to a tenfold performance increase is possible. 

Fewer block splits occur when sequential inserts occur before the end 
of file (EOF). Therefore, fewer file reorganizations are needed. 
Although DP2 tries to automatically assert the appropriate insert 
method, SETMODE 91, parameter 3, can help when there are about 
five logical insertions at any one location in the file. 

This function is automatic. DP2 sorts cache buffers by disk address 
and then writes them using bulk 1/0. 

-----·---------

Retain cache at close of file C10 C10 

SOLSBB C10 

Sequential pref etch C10 

Sequential postwrite C10 

--------

This function is automatic. When all users of a file CLOSE, data is 
written to disk, but at the same time, it remains in the cache until 
it ages out. 

The CONTROL TABLE• SEQUENTIAL INSERTS ON/OFF command 
influences Nonstop SOL to buffer reads. It works similarly to 
ENSCRIBE SBB but usually has better performance results. In some 
cases, VSBB is invoked instead. VSBB filters the transfer of selection 
and projection information. Locking is always complete for VSBB. 

-------- -----·-- ---

Sequential prefetch automatically provides asynchronous prereading 
using bulk 1/0. About 28 Kbytes can be transferred with one 1/0. C30 
and 3107 disk controllers can transfer about 56 Kbytes of data. 

Sequential postwrite automatically performs asynchronous writes to 
disk and uses bulk 1/0 when possible. See Sequential prefetch. 
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Mechanism ENSCRIBE Nonstop SQL Comments 

Version C20 of GUARDIAN 90 

EXPAND 

ODP read-only cache 
for optical disk process 

ODP serial read/write 
for optical disk process 

Large software cache 

Version C30 of GUARDIAN 90 

Online file reorganizations 

Parallel SQL queries 

SQL VSBB, C30 

FASTSORT data passing 

Parallel index maintenance 

Index-only retrievals 

Query optimizer improvements 

C20 

C20 

C20 

C20 

C30 

Access declaration (for host variables) 

Clustering keys 

C20 

C20 

C20 

C20 

C30 

C30 

C30 

C30 

C30 

C30 

C30 

C30 

C30 

Acknowledgments (L4) piggyback on data that travels in the opposite 
direction. Especially good for X.25 communications and heavily loaded 
systems, it is completely automatic with GUARDIAN 90, version C20. 

Faster backup and restore processing is also supported. Structured 
read access is available for ENSCRIBE. 

---------------~ 

New routines improve serial (nonrandom) accesses. Structured 
read access is available to ENSCRIBE. 

C20 raises the 6-Mbytes-per-volume maximum to 56 Mbytes per 
volume. 

Audited files may be reorganized without taking down OL TP 
applications. Reorganizing files while OL TP is running effectively 
offloads work from potentially scarce batch window time, thus allowing 
more batch processing to be performed in the window. 

Use multiple processors to execute query statements with the 
CONTROL EXECUTORS MULTIPLE command. The default is 
SINGLE. 

Used for WHERE CURRENT commands, VSBB is automatic for C30 
and operates for both reads and writes. Use the CONTROL TABLE• 
SEQUENTIAL INSERT ON/ENABLE/OFF to influence its use. 

FASTSORT can directly read 28 Kbytes of data in one transfer from the 
data input file. Note that FASTSORT began reading ENSCRIBE input 
files directly and with 28-Kbyte transfers starting with a release prior to 
C10. 

Nonstop SQL tables that have multiple indexes will be updated 
asynchronously, which improves response time. 

Reads of data that only involve columns from an index will no longer 
access the base table, which improves performance. 

OR, IN, ANY, SOME, and ALL operations are improved by this 
enhancement. See Batch declaration. 

The CONTROL QUERY SET INTERACTIVE ACCESS ON/OFF 
command encourages the optimizer to scan the base table rather than 
use an index. Consider using this command when a host variable is 
used in a predicate and the comparison operator is not an equal sign H-
Through use of the CREATE TABLE command, more power is provided 
to partitioning and, thus, more performance. Also, greater partitioning 
control is available, making it more convenient to attempt various 
partitioning schemes. 

Reminder: Consider using in an application design and implementation the following: low priority, automated scheduling, CPU selection, 
REFRESH OFF, disk contention leveling, large block sizes, partitioning, unstructured files, parallel application processing, COBOL85 
prereading, and sequential versus random 1/0. 
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